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Abstract

The extension of formal verification methods to infinite models requires
classes of graphs which are finitely representable and for which the
model checking problem is decidable. We consider three approaches to
define classes of finitely representable graphs: internal representations
as configuration graphs of higher-order pushdown systems, transfor-
mational representations by application of operations which preserve
the decidability of the model checking problem, and by composition
from components using synchronized products.

In the first part of the thesis we show that the hierarchy of higher-
order pushdown graphs coincides with the Caucal hierarchy of graphs.
We thus obtain transformational representations of higher-order push-
down graphs and can conclude that they enjoy a decidable monadic
second-order theory.

In the second part of the thesis investigate synchronized products
of finitely representable infinite graphs and show that the decidabil-
ity of an extension of first-order logic with reachability predicates is
preserved under the formation of finitely synchronized products. This
result is complemented by undecidability results for extensions of the
admissible product operations as well as the expressive power of the
logic under consideration.



Zusammenfassung

Die Erweiterung formaler Verifikationsmethoden auf unendliche Sys-
teme erfordert die Untersuchung von endlich darstellbaren Graphklas-
sen, für die das Model Checking Problem entscheidbar ist. Wir be-
trachten drei Zugänge, um solche Graphklassen zu definieren: interne
Darstellungen als Konfigurationsgraphen von Kellerautomaten höherer
Ordnung, Darstellungen durch Transformationen, die die Entscheid-
barkeit der monadischen Theorie erhalten, und die Komposition von
Komponenten mittels synchronisierter Produkte.

Im ersten Teil der Dissertation zeigen wir, dass die Hierarchie von
Graphen, die durch Kellerautomaten höherer Ordnung erzeugt wer-
den, mit der mittels Transformationen defininierten Caucal Hierarchie
übereinstimmt. Wir können somit schließen, dass die monadische The-
orie dieser Graphen entscheidbar ist.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit untersuchen wir synchronisierte Produkte
endlich darstellbarer Graphen im Bezug auf das Model Checking Prob-
lem. Wir betrachten unter anderem die Logik der ersten Stufe erweitert
um Erreichbarkeitsprädikate und zeigen, dass nur die Bildung endlich
synchronisierter Produkte die Entscheidbarkeit dieser Logik erhält. Die-
ses Ergebnis wird durch Unentscheidbarkeitsresultate für Varianten der
zulässigen Produktoperationen und der betrachteten Logiken ergänzt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Several techniques have been invented to assist developers in assuring
the correctness of computing systems. Among the automatic formal
verification methods, see e.g [Pel01] for an overview, the model check-
ing paradigm introduced in [CE81] was most successful.

S ←→ M(S) ←→ ϕ

Figure 1.1: The model checking paradigm

The idea of model checking is depicted in Figure 1.1. Given a com-
puting system S, a formal model M(S) is defined. An expected behav-
ior of the system model is formalized by a formula ϕ in a certain spec-
ification logic, and an automatic procedure, i.e. an algorithm, verifies
whether the model M(S) satisfies (|=) the formula ϕ.

Conditions posed on the behavior of a system are often Boolean
combinations of rather simple requirements like

• Guaranty: “Eventually something happens.”

• Safety: “Something never happens.”

• Recurrence: “Something happens again and again.”

• Fairness: “If something happens infinitely often, then something
else happens infinitely often.”

9



10 1 INTRODUCTION

Temporal logics like LTL and CTL allow to express such properties.
They play a prominent role as specification languages in model check-
ing, see e.g. [CGP99], but also non-temporal logics like the modal µ-
calculus or monadic second-order logic (MSO) are considered. The sys-
tem models are usually Kripke structures or transition systems [Arn94].
Both can be seen as edge and/or vertex labeled graphs where vertices
represent internal states of the system, their labels represent certain
properties of these states, and an edge labeled by a symbol a between a
vertex v and a vertex w implies that there is some action a which causes
the system to change its state from v to w.

Model checking of finite state-based systems is nowadays well un-
derstood, see [CGP99, Pel01] and references therein. It is applied in
practice even for large scale models. However, infinite state spaces nat-
urally arise when modeling real world systems. Real world systems
usually contain potentially infinite structures such as call stacks, coun-
ters, communication queues or channels. Thus the generation of finite
models always requires abstraction techniques which may constrain the
applicability of results obtained by a model checker.

In the last years considerable effort has been spent to transfer the
results known about finite models at least partially to infinite models.
The present thesis is a contribution to this track of research.

The extension of the model checking paradigm to infinite state sys-
tems raises two problems which are not present for finite ones: the sys-
tem must be finitely representable to be handled by an algorithm which
decides whetherM(S) satisfies a specification ϕ, and such an algorithm
must exist, i.e. the model checking problem “M(S) |= ϕ?” must be
decidable.

It is quite obvious that for keeping the model checking problem de-
cidable there is a tradeoff between the richness of a class of models and
the expressive power of the logic under consideration. Expressive log-
ics like monadic second-order logic are already undecidable over very
simple system models such as the infinite grid, whereas the quantifier
free fragment of first-order logic is decidable even for recursive graphs,
i.e. graphs which are described by an algorithm which decides whether
an element of an infinite domain codes a vertex and whether there is an
edge between two given vertices.

However, the quantifier free fragment of first-order logic cannot be
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regarded as a logic suitable for model checking. None of the natural
conditions stated above can be expressed. This is due to the fact that
they all speak about reachable (respectively non-reachable) states of the
system. The reachability problem can be defined as follows:

Input: A finite representation of a graph G, vertices u
and v of G.

Problem: Is there a path from u to v in G?

We will consider only those logics as adequately expressive for model
checking in which the reachability problem can be formalized.

In this thesis we will address problems which arise for model check-
ing of infinite systems. We analyze classes of graphs which are finitely
representable and for which the model checking problem is decidable
for a logic which is expressive enough to allow a formalization of the
reachability problem, for example monadic second-order logic or tran-
sitive closure logic.

There are several approaches to define classes of finitely representable
graphs in the literature. Infinite graphs may be described

• as solutions of systems of (graph-) equations,

• by finite systems like automata or rewriting systems,

• by application of finite sequences of operations to a finite initial
system.

In [CC03] these representation schemes are called equational, internal
and transformational respectively. Overviews over these approaches
are given in [Cou90a], [Blu01] and [Tho03]. In this thesis we will con-
sider internal and transformational representations of graphs.

Internal Representations

An internal representation of a graph is given by a family (Ai)1≤i≤n of
finite devices like automata, rewriting systems or Turing machines. If
n = 1 only a single A is given and the graph represented by A is the
configuration graph of A. If n > 1 one of the systems Ai is used to
decide whether an element of a certain infinite domain codes a vertex
of the graph, and the other ones to decide the edge relations of the graph
represented.
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Examples of classes of configuration graphs which have been con-
sidered are those of pushdown systems [MS85], which are also called
context free graphs, the graphs of linear bounded Turing machines
[KP99], graphs generated by prefix rewriting systems [Cau92], prefix
recognizable graphs [Cau96], or configuration graphs of tree rewriting
systems [DT90, Löd02, Löd03, Col02].

Examples of graph classes where finite devices are used to decide
the vertex set and the edge relations are the synchronized rational or
automatic graphs [FS93, BG00], the rational graphs [Mor00] or the class
of recursive graphs [EGNR98].

Already in [Büc64] J.R. Büchi showed that the reachability prob-
lem is decidable for configuration graphs of pushdown systems. D.E.
Muller and P.E. Schupp [MS85] extended this result and showed that
the model checking problem for monadic second-order logic is decid-
able for context free graphs. Prefix recognizable graphs [Cau96] include
the context free graphs and still enjoy a decidable monadic second-
order theory. For automatic graphs the first-order theory is still de-
cidable [BG00], while it is undecidable for rational [Tho02] as well as
recursive graphs.

In the first part of this thesis (Chapter 3) we consider a strong gen-
eralization of the class of pushdown graphs, graphs represented by
higher-order pushdown systems [Gre70, Mas76, KNU02]. We will show
that these graphs have a decidable model-checking problem with re-
spect to monadic second-order logic. Higher-order pushdown systems
extend the usual pushdown systems in the following sense. While
an ordinary pushdown system uses a stack as an internal data struc-
ture, higher-order pushdown systems use higher-order stacks. These
are stacks whose entries are not single letters as on level one but again
stacks of lower levels. A higher-order pushdown stack is thus a stack of
stacks of stacks . . . . In addition to the standard operations which only
allow to modify the top symbol of a stack, on level n it is also possible
to copy and remove the topmost stacks of level k < n in one step.
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Transformational Representations and the Caucal Hierarchy

A transformational representation of a graph consists of a finite se-
quence of computable operations which is applied to an initial graph
which is either finite or finitely representable. Of particular interest in
this setting are operations which are compatible with a logic L. Such
operations preserve the decidability of L when applied to graphs with
a decidable L-theory.

In [Cau02] a hierarchy of finitely represented graphs was introduced
by alternating the application of inverse rational mappings and unfold-
ings. Starting from the initial class Tree(0) of all finite trees, the classes
Graph(n) and Tree(n) for n ≥ 0 are defined. Graph(n) contains all
graphs which can be defined by an inverse rational mapping from a tree
in Tree(n) and Tree(n+1) contains all unfoldings of graphs in Graph(n).
The classes (Graph(n))n≥0 and (Tree(n))n≥0 are called the Caucal hierar-
chy of graphs and trees respectively.

Both operations, the unfolding of a graph (from a definable vertex)
and inverse rational mappings are monadic second-order compatible
[CW98, Cau92]. Thus the model checking problem for monadic second-
order logic is decidable for graphs in the Caucal hierarchy.

The first level of the graph hierarchy is well known. Graph(1) con-
tains exactly the prefix recognizable graphs [Bar97, Blu01] which can
be in turn characterized as the graphs which are the ε-closure of con-
figuration graphs of pushdown automata (shortly pushdown graphs)
[Sti].

Goal of Part 1 of the Thesis

In Chapter 3 we extend the internal description of graphs from Graph(1)

as pushdown graphs to higher levels of the hierarchy by showing that
a graph is in Graph(n) if, and only if, it is the ε-closure of a higher-order
pushdown system of level n. This allows us to conclude that the model
checking problem for higher-order pushdown graphs with respect to
monadic second-order logic is decidable.

We furthermore show that the same hierarchy (Graph(n))n≥0 of
graphs is obtained if unfoldings and inverse rational mappings are re-
placed by the more general treegraph operation and monadic second-
order transductions. Both transductions and the treegraph operation
are variants of the classical logical constructs adapted for graph struc-
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tures. Transductions [Cou94] are multi-dimensional interpretations
[EF95] and the treegraph operation [Col04] is a variant of the iteration of
structures [She75, Sem84, Wal02]. Both operations are monadic second-
order compatible.

Compositional Representations

In Chapter 4 we pursue another methodology on how to finitely rep-
resent infinite graphs by specifying operations which combine finite or
finitely representable graphs into new ones. We call this the composi-
tional approach. The idea of describing systems by composition from
components is not new and is also present in the equational approach
where disjoint sums and gluing of graphs at certain nodes is possible
[Cou90a].

Instead of considering sum like operations as mentioned above we
consider product like operations such as asynchronous or synchronous
products of graphs. These operations are usually used to model con-
currency and interaction between components of a system. For finite
systems product operations of different kinds appear for example in the
calculus of communicating systems CCS [Mil85] or in the CSP model of
communicating sequential processes [Hoa78]. Products of infinite state
systems have for example been considered in [May98] and [Rab05]. We
will follow the definition of [Arn94, Arn02] when we deal with synchro-
nized products of graphs in Chapter 4.

The infinite grid serves as a standard example of a graph obtained
by the asynchronous product of two well behaved structures, namely
two semi-infinite lines which represent the positive integers with suc-
cessor relation.

Since the monadic second-order theory of the infinite grid is unde-
cidable while it is decidable for the positive integers with successor re-
lation this immediately implies that the formation of an asynchronous
product is not monadic second-order compatible.

All of the graph classes with a decidable monadic second-order the-
ory mentioned above contain the semi-infinite line. Thus none of these
classes is closed under (asynchronous) products.

We investigate product operations which extend the asynchronous
products and which are compatible with a logic L in which reachability
can be expressed. We thus have to consider both less expressive logics
and less complex graph classes. In particular we are interested in logics
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and operations in which the evaluation of a formula in the compound
can be reduced to the evaluation of formulas in the components.

In model theory such composition theorems have been investigated
for a long time. The first outstanding result was obtained by S. Fefer-
man and R.L. Vaught in [FV59] where composition theorems for prod-
ucts and sums of relational structures and first-order logic were given.
The latter result on sums of structures was extended in a series of papers
[She75, Gur85] to monadic second-order logic and monadic second-
order logic with counting [Cou90b]. Composition theorems for more
general sum-like operations were proved in [Rab] and [She96].

In [Rab05, Rab01] product like operations are considered and a com-
position theorem for modal logic is shown. It is additionally shown
that for general product like operations and for any extension of modal
logic in which the reachability modality EF can be expressed, the com-
position theorem fails. This extension is only possible for the restricted
case of asynchronous products, see again [Rab05]. A nice survey on
Feferman-Vaught like results and their algorithmic applications is given
in [Mak04].

Goal of Part 2 of the Thesis

All the results mentioned above do not match the premises posed be-
fore. We want to solve the model checking problem for products of
graphs rather than sums, and the logic must be expressive enough to al-
low the formalization of the reachability problem. In Chapter 4 we pro-
pose a restricted class of synchronized product operations for graphs
for which we can show a composition theorem for FO(R), first-order
logic extended by reachability predicates. We furthermore show that
any extension of either the product operations or the expressive power
of the logic leads to undecidability results.

Detailed Overview of the Thesis
The thesis consists of two parts which can be read separately. In Chap-
ter 3 we consider the class of higher-order pushdown graphs while in
Chapter 4 we investigate general synchronized products.

In Chapter 2 we give an overview of the basic notions used in both
parts. We introduce edge labeled directed graphs as our system models
and give the definitions of the specification logics we consider. In par-
ticular we define extensions FO(R) and FO(Reg) of first-order logic by
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reachability predicates and regular reachability predicates respectively.
In Section 2.2 we review more carefully the classes of finitely repre-

sentable infinite graphs mentioned in the introduction. In Section 2.3
we define compatible operations on graphs like inverse rational map-
pings and transductions, iteration of structures and unfolding, as well
as synchronized products. In Section 2.4 we formally introduce the
Caucal hierarchy.

Higher-order Pushdown Graphs

In Chapter 3 we consider the class of higher-order pushdown graphs.
A higher-order pushdown graph of level n is obtained as the ε-closure
of the configuration graph of a higher-order pushdown system of level
n.

In Section 3.1 we introduce higher-order pushdown systems. The
presentation follows [KNU02]. From results of [Eng91] it follows that
the hierarchy of higher-order pushdown graphs is strict level by level.

Since a higher-order pushdown system of level one is just a push-
down system we know that the level one higher-order pushdown graphs
are exactly the graphs on the first level of the Caucal hierarchy. The
main result of Chapter 3, presented in Theorem 3.23, extends this inter-
nal characterization of graphs in the Caucal hierarchy to every level: A
graph is of level n in the Caucal hierarchy if, and only if, it is a higher-
order pushdown graph of level n.

The proof of Theorem 3.23 is rather involved. The direction from
right to left as presented in Section 3.3 makes use of closure properties
of the Caucal hierarchy which are of their own interest.

In Section 3.2 we show that every level of the Caucal hierarchy is
closed under monadic second-order transductions. We further show
that by applying the treegraph operation, a variant of the iteration of
structures, to a graph of level n one obtains a graph of level n + 1 of
the hierarchy. This yields just another characterization of the graph hi-
erarchy in terms of the two strongest MSO-compatible operations we
know of (see Theorem 3.10): The Caucal hierarchy of graphs is equal to
the hierarchy obtained from the class of finite graphs by applying the
treegraph operation and MSO-transductions.

As a byproduct we obtain for every level n of the hierarchy a deter-
ministic generator of level n, i.e. a graph from which every other graph
on this level can be obtained by an MSO-transduction. It is the graph
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obtained by an n − 1-fold application of the treegraph operation to the
infinite binary tree ∆2.

The results of Section 3.2 benefited a lot from previous work of A.
Carayol and T. Colcombet [CC03].

In Section 3.4 we show that every graph of level n in the Caucal hi-
erarchy is a higher-order pushdown graph of level n. For this we intro-
duce a strengthened model of higher-order pushdown systems where
the equality of the two topmost stacks on every level can be checked.

In Subsection 3.4.1 we show that for every n ∈ N these higher-
order pushdown systems with equality pop generate the same graphs
as standard higher-order pushdown systems. There the simulation of a
higher-order pushdown system with equality pop operations by a stan-
dard one is technically involved, see pages 58–74. It makes use of the
fact that all relevant changes to the stack content can be recorded to
check equality even in the standard model.

In Subsection 3.4.2 and Subsection 3.4.3 we use higher-order push-
down systems with equality pop to construct systems which generate
the unfolding of a graph and its image under an inverse rational map-
ping. Here we use the existence of unique inverse stack operations in-
troduced with the equality-pop operations to handle backward edges
in the regular expression defining an inverse rational mapping.

The equivalence results for higher-order pushdown graphs are sum-
marized in Corollary 3.24. They allow us to transfer results known for
Caucal graphs to higher-order pushdown graphs and back. In particu-
lar we obtain in the one direction that the monadic second-order theory
of every higher-order pushdown graph is decidable, and in the other
one that the Caucal hierarchy is indeed strict.

The results presented in Chapter 3 have been published with A.
Carayol in [CW03].

Synchronized Products of Graphs

In Chapter 4 we investigate general synchronized products as intro-
duced in Subsection 2.3.3, including asynchronous and direct products,
as composition operations on graphs.

In Section 4.1 we investigate FO(TC)(1), transitive closure logic for
graphs, over the infinite grid. We show that in general FO(TC)(1) is
undecidable over the infinite grid while it becomes decidable if we dis-
allow the nesting of transitive closure operators. The latter result is
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obtained by a reduction to Presburger arithmetic which is known to be
decidable [Pre30, Pre91]. The reduction itself heavily relies on the regu-
larity of the infinite grid and the locality of first-order logic [Han65].

In Section 4.2 we further restrict the expressive power of the specifi-
cation language and consider the reachability logic FO(R). We introduce
a semantically defined class of restricted synchronized product opera-
tions which we call finitely synchronized and where in each component
only finitely many vertices may be involved in a synchronization.

A typical example of such a finitely synchronized product is a prod-
uct of pushdown systems where a synchronization of the components
is only possible in configurations where the stack is empty.

We show that finitely synchronized products preserve the decid-
ability of the FO(R)-theory by proving a composition theorem which
reduces the evaluation of an FO(R) formula in the product to the evalu-
ation of finitely many FO(R) formulas in the components and a Boolean
formula which combines these truth values (Theorem 4.5).

In Section 4.3 we show that this result is optimal in the following
sense. First we show that if we extend the expressive power of the
logic slightly, i.e. if we consider FO(Reg) and thus allow regular path
descriptions to be formalized, then already asynchronous products, and
hence also finitely synchronized products, are not compatible anymore.
Secondly we show that if the finitely synchronized products are slightly
generalized to semi-finitely synchronized products where in at most
one component of the product infinitely many vertices may participate
in a synchronization, then again the decidability of FO(R) is lost.

A preliminary version of the results presented in Chapter 4 was pub-
lished with W. Thomas in [WT04].

Perspectives

Both research topics we present in the two parts of the thesis deserve
further studies.

The results we present in Chapter 4 on the model checking problem
for extensions of first-order logic and synchronized products is rather
complete. Nevertheless other composition operations and other log-
ics should be investigated with respect to their compatibility, in order
to extend the methods which can be used for modeling computational
systems.

For higher-order pushdown graphs which we present in Chapter 3
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less is known. While we are familiar with the higher-order pushdown
graphs of level one, almost nothing is known about their structure on
higher levels.

In the conclusion of this thesis in Chapter 5 we present some open
questions and perspectives in this field.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries and Background Theory

In this chapter we introduce the basic notions used in this thesis while
we review classes of infinite graphs which have been previously consid-
ered. We start with the definition on graph structures, the specification
logics, and the model checking problem.

2.1 Graph Structures and Specification Logics

We now present the structures we use as system models and the speci-
fication logics we consider. Often systems are modeled as Kripke struc-
tures or transition systems. Both models are nothing else than edge
labeled and/or vertex labeled graphs. We use as system models edge
labeled directed graphs which, due to our choice of specification lan-
guages presented below, are treated as relational structures.

2.1.1 Graph Structures

Let Σ be a finite set. A Σ-labeled directed graph G is a tuple (V G, (EG
a )a∈Σ)

where V G is an at most countable set of vertices, and for a ∈ Σ the set
of a-labeled edges of G is denoted by EG

a . We assume that there are no
isolated vertices in G, i.e. for every v ∈ V G there exists an w ∈ V G such
that (v, w) ∈ EG

a or (w, v) ∈ EG
a for some a ∈ Σ.

We fix a countable set Λ as a reservoir of names for edge labels and
henceforth only consider Σ-labeled graphs with Σ ⊆ Λ. We do not
distinguish between isomorphic graphs. If the graph G and the set of
edge labels Σ is clear from the context we drop the superscript G and
speak just of a labeled graph.

A graph is called deterministic if (v, w) ∈ Ea and (v, w′) ∈ Ea implies

21
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w = w′ for all v, w, w′ ∈ V and a ∈ Σ.
A deterministic graph which plays an important role in the second

part of this thesis is the infinite grid depicted in Figure 2.1. It is the graph
structure G = (V, S1, S2) with vertex set V := {(i, j) | i, j ≥ 0} and edge
relations S1 := {((i, j), (i+ 1, j)) | i, j ≥ 0} and S2 := {((i, j), (i, j + 1)) |

i, j ≥ 0}. We deviate from the usual naming convention for edges here
to emphasize that they represent the successor relations in the compo-
nents.

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

•

2

OO

1 //

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

•

2

OO

1 //

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

•

2

OO

1 //

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

• 1 //

2

OO

•

2

OO

1 //

Figure 2.1: The infinite grid G

A path from a vertex u to a vertex v labeled by w = a1 . . . an−1 is
a sequence v1a1v2a2 . . . an−1vn ∈ V (ΣV )∗ such that v1 = u, vn = v and
(vi, vi+1) ∈ Eai

for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}. In this case we will also write
u

w
−→ v. An (unranked) tree T = (V T , (ET

a )a∈Σ) is a graph containing a
vertex r called the root such that for any vertex v ∈ V T there exists a
unique path from r to v.

Important trees are the complete infinite m-branching trees over the
signature Σ := {0, . . . ,m− 1}which we denote by ∆m.

We view a Σ-labeled graph G = (V G, (EG
a )a∈Σ) as a relational struc-

ture over the signature consisting of the binary relation symbols Ea for
a ∈ Σ.

For W ⊆ V we denote by G¹W the substructure of G induced by W ,
i.e G¹W := (W, (E ′

a)a∈Σ) where E ′
a := EG

a ∩ (W ×W ) for every a ∈ Σ.
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2.1.2 Specification Logics
There are various logics which have been considered as specification
languages for computational systems like (multi-) modal logic, tem-
poral logics like LTL or CTL, the modal µ-calculus or first-order logic
and monadic second-order logic. Some of them, like modal logic and
first-order logic, lack the possibility to express that a certain state of
the system can be reached from another state. We regard this reacha-
bility property as central for the verification of computational systems
and therefore do only consider extensions of classical first-order logic
in which it can be expressed.

First-order Logic and Monadic Second-order Logic. We recall the def-
inition of monadic second-order logic (MSO) over graphs structures with
the standard syntax and semantics (see e.g. [EF95]). Atomic formulas
are of the form Eaxy for a ∈ Σ, x = y or Xy where x, y, . . . denote first-
order variables and X,Y, . . . second-order variables. We allow the full
spectrum of Boolean connectives ¬, ∨, ∧,→ and↔ as well as existential
∃ and universal ∀ quantification over both first-order and second-order
variables. First-order logic FO is the restriction of MSO to formulas
which do not contain second-order variables and quantifiers.

We write ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn, y1, . . . , ym) to denote that the free variables
of the formula ϕ are among X1, . . . , Xn (second-order) and y1, . . . , ym

(first-order) respectively. A formula without free variables is a sentence.

Let G be a graph and Ui ⊆ V G for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and vj ∈ V G for 1 ≤

j ≤ m be a valuation of the free variables of ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn, y1, . . . , ym).
We write G |= ϕ[U1, . . . , Un, v1, . . . , vm] to express that ϕ holds in G with
the given valuation.

We often denote tuples of variables and tuples of (sets of) elements
by X̄, ȳ, . . . and Ū , v̄, . . . respectively.
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Transitive Closure Logic. Transitive closure logic FO(TC) is defined by
extending FO with formulas of the type

ψ(s̄, t̄, z̄) := [TCx̄,ȳ ϕ(x̄, ȳ, z̄)] s̄, t̄

where ϕ(x̄, ȳ, z̄) is a FO(TC)-formula, x̄, ȳ and z̄ are disjoint tuples of
free variables, x̄ and ȳ are of the same length k > 0 and s̄, t̄ are tuples
of variables of length k. The variables x̄ and ȳ in ϕ are bound by the
TC-operator, hence in the notation [TCx̄,ȳ ϕ(x̄, ȳ, z̄)] x̄, ȳ the variables x̄
and ȳ inside the square brackets are bound while the variables at the
end of the formula occur free.

Let G be a graph, let c̄, d̄, and ē be the interpretations of the variables
z̄, s̄, and t̄ in ϕ. Let E be the relation on k-tuples defined by E(c̄) :=

{(ā, b̄) | G |= ϕ[ā, b̄, c̄]}, and E ′(c̄) be its transitive closure, i.e. (ā, b̄) ∈

E ′(c̄) iff there exists a sequence f̄0, f̄1, . . . , f̄l such that f̄0 = ā, (f̄i, f̄i+1) ∈

E(c̄) for 1 ≤ i < l, and f̄l = b̄. The semantics of the FO(TC)-formula
ψ(s̄, t̄, c̄) is defined with respect to the relation E ′ by

G |= ψ[d̄, ē, c̄]⇔ (d̄, ē) ∈ E ′(c̄).

We call the variables z̄ parameters for the transitive closure opera-
tor. By FO(TC)(k) be denote the fragment of FO(TC) where the tran-
sitive closure operation is only allowed to define relations over tuples
of length less than or equal to k, i.e. the length of the tuples x̄, ȳ in the
definition above is bounded by k. In FO(TC)(1) only binary relations,
i.e. edges in a graph, can be defined using a transitive closure operator.
FO(TC)(1) evaluated over graphs structures is a sublogic of MSO by the
following equivalence

G |= [TCx,y ϕ(x, y, z̄)]x, y ⇔

G |= ∃X
(

θ(X, x, y, z̄) ∧Xy ∧ ∀Y
(

θ(Y, x, y, z̄)→ X ⊆ Y
))

where

θ(X, x, y, z̄) := Xx ∧ ∀u∀v
(

Xu ∧ ϕ(u, v, z̄)
)

→ Xv.

For finite models the arity hierarchy (FO(TC)(k))k≥0 is strict [Gro96].
By FO(TC)l(k) we denote the fragment of FO(TC)(k) where the nest-

ing depth of transitive closure operations is bounded by l.
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Reachability Logics. In transitive closure logic we can express that
from a vertex x a vertex y is reachable via a path with labels from some
set Σ′ ⊆ Σ by

ReachΣ′(x, y) :=
[

TCx,y

(

x = y ∨
∨

a∈Σ′

Eaxy
)

]

x, y.

We call the restriction of FO(TC) where the only transitive closure
formulas allowed are of the form ReachΣ′(x, y) for Σ′ ⊆ Σ reachability
logic and denote it by FO(R).

The expressive power of the reachability predicates in FO(R) is lim-
ited, e.g. we cannot express that there is a path between vertex v and w

in the graph whose labels form a word in a regular language.
We denote by FO(Reg) the extension of first-order logic by reacha-

bility predicates Reachr(x, y) where r is a regular expression over Σ and
where G |= Reachr[v, w] if there is a path in G from v to w labeled by a
word contained in the language described by r.

Again Reachr(x, y) can be defined in FO(TC)(1) and hence we obtain
a reachability logic between FO(R) and MSO in expressive power.

2.1.3 The Model Checking Problem
Among the various decision problems for specification logics and sys-
tem models like satisfiability, logical equivalence, bisimulation invari-
ance . . . we discuss only decision problems which are referred to as
model checking problems.

The solution of a model checking problem is an algorithm that solves
the following question:

Input: A graph G in a class C, a formula ϕ in a logic L.
Problem: Does G |= ϕ hold?

Note that we look at the uniform version of the model checking prob-
lem where both the graph under consideration and the formula to be
checked are part of the input. For this we have to require that every
infinite graph in the class C has a finite representation.

For complexity analyses of the model checking algorithms we define
the size of the input as the size of the representation of the graph plus
the length of the formula. This is usually referred to as combined com-
plexity. As an underlying computation model we use random access
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machines with addition and multiplication as basic operations with a
uniform cost measure, see e.g. [AHU74].

2.2 Graphs Represented by Finite Systems

In textbooks on automata theory like [HU79] finite automata are treated
as a means to describe formal languages. They can however also be
viewed as finite representations of possibly infinite graphs, namely their
transition graphs. One of the first classes of such graphs which have
been studied are the transition graphs of pushdown systems.

2.2.1 Pushdown Systems and Prefix Rewriting Graphs
A pushdown system is a tuple A = (Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆) where Q is a finite
set of states, Σ is a set of transition labels, Γ is a stack alphabet, q0 is
an initial state and ∆ ⊆ Q × (Σ ∪ {ε}) × (Γ ∪ {ε}) × Γ∗ × Q is a finite
transition relation.

A configuration of A is a pair (q, [w]) where q ∈ Q is a state and w =

γm . . . γ1 ∈ Γ∗ is a stack content. The initial configuration is (q0, [ε]). The
pushdown system A can reach a configuration (q ′, [w′′γm−1 . . . γ1]) from
(q, [γm . . . γ1]) via an a-labeled edge if (q, a, γm, w

′′, q′) ∈ ∆.
The configuration graph C(A) of A is the graph of all configurations

reachable from the initial configuration with the incident edges as de-
fined above.

A typical example of a configuration graph of a pushdown system is
depicted in Figure 2.2. This graph is generated by a pushdown system
with two states Q := {q0, q1}, input alphabet Σ := {a.b}, stack alphabet
Γ := {a} and transitions

∆ := {(q0, a, ε, a, q0), (q0, a, a, aa, q0), (q0, b, a, ε, q1)(q1, b, a, ε, q1)}.

(q0, [ε])
a // (q0, [a])

a //

b
²²

(q0, [aa])
a //

b
²²

(q0, [aaa])
a //

b
²²

(q0, [aaaa])

b
²²

(q1, [ε]) (q1, [a])b
oo (q1, [aa])b

oo (q1, [aaa])b
oo

Figure 2.2: Configuration graph of a pushdown system

Configuration graphs of pushdown systems have been investigated
by D.E. Muller and P.E. Schupp in [MS85]. In particular they showed
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that MSO-theory of configuration graphs of pushdown systems is de-
cidable. A result of J.R. Büchi on canonical systems presented in [Büc64]
already implies that the reachability problem is decidable for push-
down systems. Efficient algorithms for this problem and its application
to model checking are considered in [EHRS00] and [BEM97].

In [Cau92] D. Caucal characterized configuration graphs of push-
down systems as graphs generated by prefix rewriting systems. A prefix
rewriting system is a tuple (R,w0) whereR is a finite subset of Γ∗×Σ×Γ∗

and w0 ∈ Γ∗ is an initial word. The graph generated by such a rewriting
system is the graph consisting of all words reachable from w0, with an
a-labeled edge from w to w′ if there is a rule (u, a, v) ∈ R and a w′′ ∈ Γ∗

such that w = uw′′ and w′ = vw′′.
The graph shown in Figure 2.2 is generated by the prefix rewriting

system (R,w0) where w0 = q0 and R ⊆ (Q ∪ Γ)∗ × Σ× (Q ∪ Γ)∗ is given
by R := {(q0, a, q0a), (q0a, b, q1), (q1a, b, q1)}.

2.2.2 Prefix Recognizable Graphs and Pushdown Graphs
The prefix rewriting approach was extended by D. Caucal in [Cau96].
He defined the class of prefix recognizable graphs, which include the
prefix rewriting graphs and still enjoy a decidable MSO-theory.

A recognizable Σ-labeled graph G with vertices in Γ∗ is a graph such
that for every a ∈ Σ the set of a-labeled edges Ea is a finite union of sets
U×V where U and V are regular (i.e. recognizable) subsets of Γ∗. Every
set of prefix rewriting rules thus defines a finite recognizable graph and
vice versa. The right closure of a recognizable graph G is the graph G.Γ∗

with an a-labeled edge between w and w′ if there is a w′′ and a (u, v) ∈

EG
a such that w = uw′′ and w′ = vw′′. A prefix recognizable graph is a

graph which can be obtained from the right closure of a recognizable
graph by restricting the set of vertices to a regular language.

Prefix recognizable graphs constitute one of the most studied and
best understood classes of infinite graphs. Analogously to prefix rewrit-
ing graphs the prefix recognizable graphs can be characterized by push-
down systems where ε-transitions are factored out.

To define the factorization we assume, for the remainder of this the-
sis, that pushdown systems are normalized , i.e. for every state in Q and
every stack symbol in Γ∪{ε} only ε-transitions or only non-ε-transitions
(labeled with symbols from Σ) are possible.

Let A be a pushdown system. The ε-closure of the configuration
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graph C(A) of A is the graph G obtained from C(A) by first adding an
a-labeled edge between vertices v and w if there is an a-labeled path
from v to w in C(A) and second by removing all vertices with outgoing
ε-transitions, i.e. vertex v is contained in the ε-closure of C(A) iff there
there is no w such that (v, w) ∈ EC(A)

ε . We call G the graph generated by
the pushdown system A, or shortly a pushdown graph .

C. Stirling showed [Sti] that prefix recognizable graphs are exactly
the pushdown graphs, i.e. every prefix recognizable graph can be ob-
tained as the ε-closure of a configuration graph of a pushdown system.

While the degree of every prefix rewriting graph is bounded, this
no longer holds for prefix recognizable graphs. This can be easily seen
using their characterization as ε-closures of the configuration graphs of
pushdown systems. If we replace in the graph depicted in Figure 2.2 all
but the leftmost label a and all labels b on the vertical edges of the graph
by ε and then compute the ε-closure, we obtain the graph depicted in
Figure 2.3.

(q0, [ε])

a %%LL
LLL

LLL

a **VVV
VVVV

VVVV
VVVV

VV
a

,,YYYYY
YYYYYY

YYYYYY
YYYYYY

YYYYYY a

,,
(q1, [ε]) (q1, [a])b

oo (q1, [aa])b
oo (q1, [aaa])b

oo

Figure 2.3: A prefix recognizable graph

2.2.3 Automatic Graphs and Rational Graphs
Prefix recognizable graphs can be specified by finite automata for the
languages U and V which appear in the definition of the edge relations.
Instead of supplying separate automata for U and V one can also imag-
ine to provide a single automaton with two heads which move either
synchronously or asynchronously over the words. There is an edge be-
tween vertices u and v if the pair (u, v) is accepted by the two-head
automaton. If synchronous two-head automata are used to describe the
edge relation the class of synchronized rational graphs [FS93] or automatic
graphs [BG00] is obtained. If the two-head automata which define the
edge relation are allowed to work asynchronously we obtain the class
of rational graphs [Mor00].

By definition every automatic graph is also a rational graph. A. Blu-
mensath showed in [Blu01] that every prefix recognizable graph is an
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automatic graph. We obtain a hierarchy of graph classes whose strict-
ness follows from decidability results. The MSO-theory of prefix rec-
ognizable graphs is decidable while there is an automatic graph for
which even reachability is undecidable [Blu99, Tho02]. This result fol-
lows from the fact that configuration graphs of Turing machines are
automatic. For automatic graphs the FO-theory is still decidable [BG00]
while again there is a single rational graph for which it is undecidable
[Tho02].

2.2.4 Tree Rewriting Graphs

Another generalization of the prefix rewriting approach is to consider
tree rewriting systems instead of rewriting on words. The class of graphs
which can be represented by ground tree rewriting systems has been re-
cently studied by C. Löding in [Löd02, Löd03].

A ground tree rewriting system is a tuple R = (A,Σ, R, t0) where A is
a ranked alphabet , Σ is a set of labels for the rules, R is a finite set of
rewriting rules, and t0 is a finite tree over A. We denote the set of all
finite ranked trees over A by TA. A rewriting rule r is of the form t

b
−→ t′

with t, t′ ∈ TA and b ∈ Σ. A rule r is applicable to a tree s if there is a
node such that the subtree s1 of s rooted at this node equal to t, and the
result of an application of r to s is a tree s′ obtained from s by replacing
s1 with t′. R generates a Σ-labeled graph whose vertices are the trees
which can be obtained from t0 by applying rewriting rules fromR, with
a b-labeled edge between s and s′ if s′ results from s by an application
of a rule of the form t

b
−→ t′ ∈ R.

Note that the nodes of a graph generated by a tree rewriting system
are ranked trees in contrast to the (unranked) trees defined in Subsec-
tion 2.1.1 as special graph structures.

It is very easy to generate the infinite grid G as introduced in Sub-
section 2.1.1 by a tree rewriting system using the fact that a vertex (i, j)

can be represented by a tree with two branches, the left one of length i
and the right one of length j. The rules of the tree rewriting system then
generate the successor relations by extending the respective branch of
the tree. The initial tree for the rewriting system is the tree

t0 :=
•

¤¤ ::

a b
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and the rewriting rules are

a
1
−→

c
a

and b
2
−→

c

b

Here the ranked alphabet is given by A0 := {a, b}, A1 := {c} and A2 :=

{•}.
Similar to prefix rewriting systems one can extend the definition of

ground tree rewriting systems to regular ground tree rewriting systems by
allowing regular tree languages on both sides of the rewriting rules and
by appropriately modifying the applicability of rules.

C. Löding showed in [Löd02] that the model checking problem for
the class of regular ground tree rewriting graphs and a temporal logic
encompassing reachability and recurrence operators is decidable. More
precisely, the reachability problem for regular ground tree rewriting
systems is defined as follows:

Input: A GTRSR = (A,Σ, R, t0), a regular set T ⊆ TA.
Problem: DoesR reach some t ∈ T from t0?

Thus the decidability result does not exactly match the definition
of the reachability predicates Reach in FO(R) where path labels can be
restricted to a set Σ′ ⊆ Σ and arbitrary initial trees may be considered.
However the underlying algorithm can be easily modified to handle
restrictions on the set of allowed edge labels (i.e. restrictions on the set
of rewriting rules) and changes of the initial tree.

Together with the result of M. Dauchet and S. Tison [DT90] that the
first-order theory of GTRS is decidable we can conclude that that the
model checking problem for these graphs and FO(R) is indeed decid-
able.

In [Col02] T. Colcombet studied graphs generated by recognizable
ground tree rewriting systems. These systems are closely related to the
ground tree rewriting systems of [Löd02] but work on yet another tree
model, namely typed and ranked trees, which disallows a direct com-
parison of the two approaches. Graphs of recognizable ground tree
rewriting systems enjoy a decidable FO(R)-theory, too.

The class of regular ground tree rewriting graphs obviously extends
the class of prefix rewriting graphs. In [Löd03] it was shown that every
ground tree rewriting graph of bounded out-degree is automatic. Also
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an example of an automatic graph which is not a ground tree rewriting
graph was given. However, until now the exact relation between these
two classes is still unknown.

2.3 Finite Representations via Operations

Another approach to represent an infinite graph structure G is to define
it by (a sequence of) computable operations from finite or finitely repre-
sentable graphs. A model checking algorithm working on such a graph
representation will then make use of the algorithms which define G.

In [Cau96] prefix recognizable graphs are introduced in such a way,
as structures obtained from the complete infinite binary tree by the
application of operations which preserve the decidability of the MSO-
theory: an inverse rational mapping followed by a rational restriction.

2.3.1 Inverse Rational Mappings and Transductions
Let Σ̄ be a set of symbols disjoint from but in bijection with Σ. We
extend every Σ-labeled graph G to a (Σ∪ Σ̄)-labeled graph Ḡ by adding
reverse edges Eā := {(u, v) | (v, u) ∈ Ea}. Let Γ ⊆ Λ be a finite set
of edge labels. A rational mapping is a mapping h : Γ → P(Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗

which assigns to every symbol from Γ a regular (rational in the French
community) subset of (Σ∪ Σ̄)∗. A rational mapping h is applied to a Σ-
labeled graph G by the inverse to obtain a Γ-labeled graph h−1(G) with
(u, v) ∈ Eb if there is a path from u to v in Ḡ labeled by a word in h(b).
The set of vertices of h−1(G) is given implicitly by the edge relations.
We also speak of h−1(G) as the graph obtained from G by the inverse
rational mapping h−1. If h(a) is finite for every a ∈ Γ then h is called a
finite mapping.

The existence of a path in a graph labeled by a word in a regular lan-
guage can be expressed by a monadic second-order formula. Indeed, an
inverse rational mapping is a special case of an MSO-definable interpre-
tation or, more general, an MSO-definable transduction.

An MSO-interpretation of Γ in Σ is a family I = (ϕa(x, y))a∈Γ of
MSO-formulas over Σ. Applying an MSO-interpretation I of Γ in Σ to
a Σ-labeled graph G we obtain a Γ-labeled graph I(G) where for every
a ∈ Γ the edge relation EI(G)

a is given by the pairs of vertices for which
ϕa(x, y) is satisfied in G, and V I(G) is given implicitly as the set of all
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vertices which occur in a relation E
I(G)
a for some a ∈ Γ. Note that the

addition of an MSO-formula δ(x) to I defining the vertex set explicitly
does not increase the power of an interpretation under our premise that
there are no isolated vertices in graphs.

In finite model theory one usually considers more general multi-
dimensional interpretations, see e.g. [EF95]. For graph structures B.
Courcelle [Cou94] established transductions as an equivalent of multi-
dimensional interpretations, using another graph transformation.

Let G = (V, (Ea)a∈Σ) be a Σ-labeled graph and K be a finite subset of
Λ disjoint from Σ. A K-copying operation for Σ associates to G a (Σ∪K)-
labeled graph G′ = (V ′, (E ′

a)a∈Σ∪K) where V ′ = V ∪ (V ×K), E ′
a := Ea

for a ∈ Σ, andE ′
b := {(v, (v, b)) | v ∈ V } for b ∈ K. An MSO-transduction

T = (K, I) from Σ to Γ is a K-copying operation for Σ followed by an
MSO-interpretation I of Γ in Σ ∪K.

We say that a graph G′ is MSO-definable (or just definable) in a graph
G if there exists an MSO-transduction T such that G′ = T (G).

MSO-transductions have appeared in many forms in the literature.
The decomposition of a transduction into a copying operation and an
(one-dimensional) interpretation follows [Cou94]. The most important
property of transductions is that they preserve the decidability of the
MSO-theory of the structures under consideration.

K. Barthelmann [Bar97] characterized the prefix recognizable graphs
as the graphs which can be obtained from the infinite binary tree by
MSO-definable transductions. A simpler characterization in terms of
interpretations was given by A. Blumensath in [Blu01].

2.3.2 Iteration of Structures and Unfolding
Another operation which attracted a lot of attention is the iteration of
structures. It was first mentioned in [She75] in a slightly weaker version
(without the clone predicate cl defined below).

Let G = (V, (Ea)a∈Σ) be a graph. The iteration of G is the struc-
ture G∗ = (V ∗, (E∗

a)a∈Σ, son, cl) whose universe consists of all finite se-
quences of vertices in V , E∗

a := {(wu,wv) | (u, v) ∈ Ea, w ∈ V ∗} for
every a ∈ Σ, son := {(w,wu) | u ∈ V, w ∈ V ∗}, and cl := {wuu | u ∈

V, w ∈ V ∗}.
Muchnick’s Theorem, first stated in [Sem84], claims that the decid-

ability of the MSO-theory of the iteration structure can be reduced to
the decidability of the MSO-theory of the non-iterated structure. The
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first complete proof of this fact was given by I. Walukiewicz in [Wal02].
Note that the iteration of a graph is, due to the clone predicate, not a

graph structure. This is why in the following we will use a variant of the
iteration of structures, the treegraph operation [Col04], which preserves
the graph structure and thus is better suited for our setting.

Let G = (V, (Ea)a∈Σ) be a graph and ] /∈ Σ be a new edge label.
The treegraph of G with respect to ] is the graph Treegraph(G, ]) :=

(V ∗, (E∗
a)a∈Σ∪{]}) whose vertices are the finite sequences of vertices in

V , E∗
a := {(wu,wv) | (u, v) ∈ Ea, w ∈ V ∗} for every a ∈ Σ and E∗

] :=

{(wu,wuu) | u ∈ V, w ∈ V ∗, }.
Since Treegraph(G, ]) |= E]xy[u, v] ⇔ G∗ |= son(x, y) ∧ cl(y)[u, v] the

treegraph of G is always definable in the iteration G∗. Conversely, if G
is connected we can define G∗ in Treegraph(G, ]) by the the following
equivalences:

G∗ |= cl(x)[u]⇔ Treegraph(G, ]) |= ∃zE]zx[u],

G∗ |= son(x, y)[u, v]⇔ Treegraph(G, ]) |= ∃zE]zy ∧ ReachΣ∪Σ̄(z, y)[u, v].

Here the MSO-formula ReachΣ∪Σ̄(z, x) expresses that there is a path
from z to y in which edges may be traversed in either direction (in-
dicated by barred edge labels as for rational mappings).

A more natural operation on graphs than the treegraph operation is
the unfolding. The unfolding Unf(G, r) of a graph G = (V G, (EG

a )a∈Σ)

from a node r ∈ V G is the tree T = (V T , (ET
a )a∈Σ) where V T is the set

of all paths starting from r in G and for all a ∈ Σ, (w,w′) ∈ ET
a iff

w′ = w · a · v for some v ∈ V G.
B. Courcelle and I. Walukiewicz showed in [CW98] that the unfold-

ing Unf(G, r) from a definable vertex r is definable in the iteration G∗.
Here a vertex r is called (MSO-) definable if there exists an (MSO-) for-
mula ψ(x) such that r is the unique vertex for which G |= ψ[r]. Since
only the connected component of G which contains r matters, Unf(G, r)

is also definable in Treegraph(G, ]).
It is possible to iterate the application of these operations on finite

or finitely representable graphs without losing the decidability of the
monadic second-order theory.
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2.3.3 Synchronized Products

Synchronized products appear naturally if concurrency and interac-
tion between computational processes which are modeled as graphs are
considered [Arn94, Arn02]. The formation of a synchronized product of
a family of finite or finitely representable graphs is a computable oper-
ation. Thus it may also be seen as a means to describe infinite graph
structures.

For 1 ≤ i ≤ n let Gi := (Vi, (E
i
a)a∈Σi

) be a Σi-labeled graph. We
assume that Σi is partitioned into a set Σl

i of local labels and a set Σs
i

of synchronizing labels, and to avoid notational complication we require
the sets of local labels to be pairwise disjoint. A synchronization con-
straint is a tuple c̄ = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ "1≤i≤nΣ̃s

i , where Σ̃s
i := Σs

i ∪ {ε}. We
also call sets C ⊆ "1≤i≤nΣ̃s

i synchronization constraints.
Applied to a family (Gi)1≤i≤n of graphs a synchronization constraint

C defines a product graph with vertex set "1≤i≤nVi . An asynchronous
edge labeled by a ∈ Σl

i is applied only in the i-th component of a ver-
tex v̄ of the product graph while the other components stay fixed. For
synchronizing edges we distinguish explicitly between the components
where a joint change is issued and the components where the vertex
does not change. To describe the latter we use the label ε in the defini-
tion of the constraint C above. If c̄ ∈ C, a c̄-labeled transition induces
a simultaneous change in the components i where ci 6= ε while the ver-
tices do not change in the other components.

Formally, the synchronized product of (Gi)1≤i≤n defined by C is the
graph G with vertex set V := "1≤i≤nVi , asynchronous edges with labels
a ∈

⋃

1≤i≤n Σl
i defined by EG

a v̄w̄ if Ei
aviwi and vj = wj for j 6= i, and

synchronized edges with labels c̄ ∈ C defined by EG
c̄ v̄w̄ if Ei

ci
viwi for

every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Here the relations E i
ε are interpreted as Ei

ε := {(v, v) |

v ∈ Vi}. We denote the set of local transitions labels
⋃

1≤i≤n Σl
i of G by

Σl, and the set C ∪ Σl of all transition labels by Σ.
Note that we slightly deviate from the definition in [Arn94] since we

require the sets of local labels and synchronizing labels to be disjoint,
and implicitly assume an asynchronous behavior of edges labeled with
local symbols.

A product is asynchronous if C = ∅. It is completely synchronized if
Σl

i = ∅ and Σs
1 = Σs

i for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and C := {(a, . . . , a) | a ∈ Σs
1}.

In contrast to the operations considered in the previous two subsec-
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tions not even the formation of an asynchronous product does preserve
the decidability of the monadic second-order theory of the graphs un-
der consideration. Just consider the infinite grid G = (ω × ω, S1, S2)

whose monadic second-order theory is undecidable, but which can be
viewed as the asynchronous product of two copies N1 = (ω, S1) and
N2 = (ω, S2) of the positive integers with successor relations S1, S2 :=

{(j, j + 1) | j ≥ 0}.
In Chapter 4 we will address this problem. There we will introduce

semantically restricted synchronized products and study them with re-
spect to the model checking problem for logics in expressive power be-
tween first-order logic and monadic second-order logic.

2.4 The Caucal Hierarchy

As stated at the beginning of Section 2.3 D. Caucal introduced the prefix
recognizable graphs as the graphs which can be obtained by applying
an inverse rational mapping to the infinite binary tree ∆2. ∆2 in turn
can be seen as the unfolding of the one element graph with self loops
labeled 0 and 1, see Figure 2.4. Prefix recognizable graphs thus can be
understood as the graphs obtained from this one element structure by
applying two operations which preserve the decidability of the MSO-
theory.
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Figure 2.4: One-element graph with two self loops and its unfolding ∆2

In [Cau02] D. Caucal proposed to iterate this schema and to define
a whole hierarchy of graph classes and corresponding tree classes. The
starting point is the class Tree(0) of all finite Σ-labeled trees for Σ ⊆ Λ.
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For n ≥ 0 let

Graph(n) :=
{

h−1(T ) | T ∈ Tree(n), h a rational mapping
}

,

Tree(n+ 1) :=
{

Unf(G, r) | G ∈ Graph(n), r ∈ V G
}

.

The classes of the Caucal graphs (Graph(n))n≥0 respectively Caucal trees
(Tree(n))n≥0 form the Caucal hierarchy .

Figure 2.5 (see also [Cau02]) shows an example of a sequence of
graphs obtained from a finite tree by applying inverse rational map-
pings and unfoldings iteratively. Starting from a finite tree a finite
graph is obtained. Its unfolding is a regular tree of finite degree (A tree
is called regular if it has only finitely many non-isomorphic subtrees.).
The application of another inverse rational mapping yields a pushdown
graph.

h1 :
a 7→ {aaāāb, b̄aaāāba}

b 7→ {aāā, b̄aaāā, aaāāba}
h2 :

a 7→ {āaba, bbaaā}

b 7→ {āaa, āāb̄āaa}

T :
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Figure 2.5: Sequence of graphs in the Caucal hierarchy

The example shown in Figure 2.5 is typical. Every finite graph G

withm vertices can be defined by an inverse rational mapping in a com-
plete finite binary tree with more than m vertices. Hence we obtain that
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Graph(0) is the class of all finite graphs. The class Tree(1) consists of un-
foldings of finite graphs which are the regular trees of finite degree. On
the other hand every regular tree of finite degree can be defined in the
infinite binary tree ∆2 by an MSO-interpretation. Using the characteri-
zation of prefix recognizable graphs from [Bar97, Blu01], we obtain that
the graphs in Graph(1) are prefix recognizable and thus are pushdown
graphs [Sti].

In [Cau02] D. Caucal studied a subhierarchy of the tree hierarchy.
He considered only trees which represent terms over a ranked alphabet
A. He extended the notion of rational mappings to cover also the case
of graphs with vertex labels in A and considered only rational map-
pings which preserve the determinism of trees. The term hierarchy was
then defined, starting from regular term trees, by iteratively applying
the unfolding operation and inverse deterministic rational mappings,
thereby restricting each class to trees which represent terms. A precise
definition of the term hierarchy can be found in [Cau02].

D. Caucal established that the term hierarchy contains the hierar-
chy of terms that are solutions of safe higher-order schemes [Dam82,
KNU02] and with the hierarchy of terms which are obtained by iterated
first-order substitutions from the regular terms [CK02].
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Chapter 3

Graphs of Higher-order Pushdown
Systems

In this chapter we consider graphs which can be represented by higher-
order pushdown systems. A higher-order pushdown system general-
izes a usual pushdown system in the sense that is allows a higher-order
pushdown stack, i.e. a stack whose entries are again (higher-order)
stacks. Higher-order pushdown systems can be naturally sorted by the
nesting depth of stacks allowed and the graphs these systems generate
again form a hierarchy.

In the next section we will introduce higher-order pushdown sys-
tems formally. Then we will the work towards the main result of this
chapter: The Caucal hierarchy of graphs coincides with the hierarchy
of graphs generated by higher-order pushdown systems.

To accomplish this result we first have to show two closure proper-
ties of the Caucal hierarchy, namely its closure under monadic second-
order definable transductions and the treegraph operation. As a side
effect of these considerations we obtain yet another characterization of
the Caucal hierarchy of graphs in terms of iteratively applying the tree-
graph operation and MSO-definable transductions. These results are
presented in Section 3.2.

In Section 3.3 we show that every graph generated by a higher-order
pushdown system is a graph on the corresponding level of the Caucal
hierarchy. The converse result is presented in Section 3.4.

In the last section we summarize some properties of the classes of
higher-order pushdown graphs and by the equivalence shown before
also of the classes of graphs in the Caucal hierarchy.

The results in this chapter originated in a close collaboration with A.

39
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Carayol and have been published in [CW03].

3.1 Higher-order Pushdown Systems

In this section we define higher-order pushdown systems which extend
the pushdown systems presented in Subsection 2.2.1 and which work
with an internal memory of a higher-order pushdown stack instead of
a pushdown stack (of level 1). Our definition of a higher-order push-
down stack follows the one given in [KNU02].

Let Γ be a finite set of stack symbols. A level 1 pushdown stack is a
sequence s := [γm, . . . , γ1] where γm, . . . , γ1 ∈ Γ. For n ≥ 2 a pushdown
stack of level n is inductively defined as a sequence [sr, . . . , s1] of push-
down stacks sr, . . . , s1 of level n− 1. We denote the empty stack of level
1 by [ε]. The empty stack of level n ≥ 2 is defined to be the stack of level
n which contains only the empty stack of level n− 1 and is denoted by
[ε]n.

Next we define the instructions which are used to modify higher-
order pushdown stacks. For level one stacks [γm, . . . , γ1] these are the
instructions

pushγ
1([γm, . . . , γ1]) := [γ, γm, . . . , γ1] for every γ ∈ Γ

pop1([γm, γm−1, . . . , γ1]) := [γm−1, . . . , γ1]

For a stack [sr, . . . , s1] of level n ≥ 2 we define the instructions

pushγ
1([sr, . . . , s1]) := [pushγ

1(sr), sr−1, . . . s1] for every γ ∈ Γ

pushn([sr, . . . , s1]) := [sr, sr, . . . , s1]

pushk([sr, . . . , s1]) := [pushk(sr), sr−1, . . . , s1] for 2 ≤ k < n

popn([sr, . . . , s1]) := [sr−1, . . . , s1]

popk([sr, . . . , s1]) := [popk(sr), sr−1, . . . , s1] for 1 ≤ k < n

The operation popn for n ≥ 2 is undefined on stacks of level n which
consist only of one element, a pushdown stack of level n− 1. Therefore
also the operations popk for 2 ≤ k < n are undefined on stacks of level n
whose topmost level k stack consists of only one element. This ensures
that the operations defined above preserve the structure of higher-order
stacks.
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The instruction pushγ
1 adds the symbol γ to the topmost level 1 stack,

while pushk duplicates the topmost level k − 1 stack. pop1 removes the
top symbol of the topmost level one stack while popk for 1 < k ≤ n

removes the topmost level k − 1 stack completely.
Figure 3.1 shows a sequence of instructions applied to the empty

stack of level 3. First the letter a is pushed onto the stack. Then, us-
ing the push2 instruction, the top stack of level 1 is copied and letter b
is added by pushb

1 to the now topmost level 1 stack. The first instruc-
tion in the second line, push3, copies the topmost level 2 stack. The top
level 1 stack of this copy is removed by pop2, and finally the top level
1 stack (and coincidentally the top level 2 stack) is emptied with the in-
struction pop1. Note that pop3 is not applicable to any of the stacks in
the first line, and that the two level 3 stacks in the rightmost column
are different since the empty top level 2 stack in the second line has not
been explicitly removed by a pop3 instruction.

[[[ε]]]
pusha

1 // [[[a]]]
push2 //

[ [

[a]

[a]

] ]

pushb
1 //

[ [

[ba]

[a]

] ]

push3 //













[

[ba]

[a]

]

[

[ba]

[a]

]













pop2 //









[

[a]
]

[

[ba]

[a]

]









pop1 //









[

[ε]
]

[

[ba]

[a]

]









Figure 3.1: An example sequence of stack operations

We denote by Instrn the set of instructions which can be applied on
level n. To simplify some of the constructions in this chapter we add
an identity function denoted by − to Instrn which does not change the
stack content.

The applicability of transitions of a higher-order pushdown system
as defined below depends on the topmost symbol of the topmost level
one stack which is formally defined by top([ε]) := ε, top([γm, . . . , γ1]) :=

γm for m ≥ 1, and top([sr, . . . , s1]) := top(sr).
For n ≥ 1, a higher-order pushdown system of level n is a tuple A =

(Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆) where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is an input alphabet, Γ

is a stack alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is an initial state, and ∆ ⊆ Q×(Σ∪{ε})×(Γ∪
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{ε}) × Q × Instrn is a transition relation. A configuration of A is a pair
(q, [sr, . . . , s1]) where q is a state of A and [sr, . . . , s1] is a stack of level
n. The initial configuration (q0, [ε]

n) consists of the initial state q0 and
the empty level n stack [ε]n. A can reach a configuration (q′, [s′r′ , . . . , s

′
1])

from (q, [sr, . . . , s1]) via an a-labeled edge for some a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} if there
is a transition (q, a, top([sr, . . . , s1]), q

′, i) ∈ ∆ such that i([sr, . . . , s1]) =

[s′r′ , . . . , s
′
1]. In particular a transition (q, a, top([sr, . . . , s1]), q

′, i) can only
be executed in configuration (q, [sr, . . . , s1]) if i([sr, . . . , s1]) is defined.

A higher-order pushdown system of level 0 is just a finite state sys-
tem, i.e. of the form A = (Q,Σ, q0,∆) where Q, Σ and q0 are as above
and ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q. We denote by HOPDS(n) the class of all higher-
order pushdown systems of level n.

As in Subsection 2.2.1 we define the configuration graph C(A) of A as
the graph of all configurations reachable from the initial configuration
of Awith the incident edges as defined above.

A graph G is generated by a higher-order pushdown system A of level n
if G is the ε-closure of the configuration graph of A. In this case we call
G a higher-order pushdown graph of level n. The class of all higher-order
pushdown graphs of level n is denoted by HOPDG(n).

The graph classes HOPDG(n) for n ≥ 0 form a hierarchy of graphs
starting with the class of finite graphs HOPDG(0) and the class of push-
down graphs HOPDG(1). It thus coincides with the Caucal hierarchy of
graphs on the first two levels. In the remainder of this chapter we will
extend this characterization to every level.

Higher-order pushdown systems have already been considered in
the 70’s. In [Gre70] S.A. Greibach attributes the idea of higher-order
pushdown stacks to A.V. Aho and J.D. Ullman, but apparently their in-
vestigations were never published. In [Mas76] A.N. Maslov introduced
higher-order pushdown systems under the name multilevel stack au-
tomata.

Multilevel stack automata differ only slightly from the iterated push-
down automata considered by W. Damm and A. Goerdt [DG86] and J.
Engelfriet [Eng91]. In particular, both automaton models work with
higher-order stacks where the entries of a higher-order stack of level n
are pairs of a single stack symbol and a higher-order stack of level n−1.
More formally, such an iterated pushdown stack of level n is a sequence
[(γm, sm) . . . (γ1, s1)] where γi ∈ Γ and si is an iterated stack of level n−1
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for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The operations on iterated pushdown stacks mod-
ify the extra stack symbols in addition to changes of the corresponding
stacks. The top function is redefined and returns the n-tuple of lead-
ing symbols from the topmost level n stack. For a precise definition see
[Eng91].

Following an argument presented in [KNU02] it is easy to see that
higher-order pushdown systems generate the same classes of graphs as
iterated pushdown automata do. The additional labels of an iterated
pushdown stack can be stored on the top level one stack of a higher-
order pushdown stack and every transition of an iterated stack au-
tomaton can be simulated by a sequence of transitions of a higher-order
pushdown system.

Higher-order pushdown stacks should not be confused with nested
stacks which have been introduced by A.V. Aho in [Aho69]. Indeed
nested stack automata can be simulated by higher-order pushdown sys-
tems of level 2 and vice versa, see [Eng91].

In [Mas76], [DG86] and [Eng91] higher-order pushdown systems
have been used as language acceptors. To accept a language by a higher-
order pushdown system A = (Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆) we equip the system with
a set F ⊆ Q of final states and call A′ = (Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆, F ) a higher-order
pushdown automaton to distinguish it from the higher-order pushdown
system A. A word w ∈ Σ∗ is accepted by A′ if there is a path in C(A)

labeled by w from the initial configuration (q0, [ε]
n) to a configuration

(q, s) with q ∈ F . The set L := {w | A′ accepts w} is the language ac-
cepted by A′.

Analogously to the acceptance by final states stated above we can
also define the acceptance of a word w “by empty stack” by adding bot-
tom symbols ⊥1, . . . ,⊥n to the stack alphabet (one for each level) and
requiring that there is a path in C(A) labeled by w from the initial con-
figuration (q0, [⊥n . . .⊥1]

n) to a configuration (q, [ε]n) with empty stack.
Using the same techniques as for level one (see e.g. [HU79]) one can

show that the class of languages accepted by higher-order pushdown
automata of level nwith final states is the same as the class of languages
accepted higher-order pushdown automata of level nwith empty stack.
This is most easily seen using the iterated pushdown model of [DG86,
Eng91] where adding a single additional symbol ⊥ suffices.

Example 3.1 We construct a higher-order pushdown automaton A ac-
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cepting the language L := {anb2
n

| n ≥ 0} by empty stack. The automa-
ton implements a binary counter of length n using the level 2 stack. The
length of the counter is stored on in the bottom level one stack, the bi-
nary number represented by the stack consists of the topmost symbols
all level one stacks (with the least important bit on the top). Instead
of a formal definition of A we describe its behavior using the sample
configuration sequence on input a3b8 given in Figure 3.2.

q0, [[ε]]
aaa ///o/o/o/o/o q1, [[000]]

ε ///o/o/o/o q2







[0]

[00]

[000]







b ///o/o/o q2







[1]

[00]

[000]







b ///o/o/o q2







[0]

[10]

[000]







b ///o/o/o q2







[1]

[10]

[000]







b ///o/o/o q2







[0]

[00]

[100]







b4 ///o/o/o q2







[1]

[10]

[100]







ε ///o/o/o/o qf , [[ε]]

Figure 3.2: Configuration sequence on input a3b8

Starting from the initial state q0 the automaton builds while reading
the block of a’s a bottom level one stack of the same length as the block
of a’s. It nondeterministically guesses the end of this block, enters state
q1 and creates the rightmost level two stack of line one. The top sym-
bols of the level one stacks represent the number of b’s read so far. The
counter for the b’s is increased in state q2 in the following way:

• If the topmost symbol of the topmost level one stack is 0 it is re-
placed by 1.

• Otherwise the level one stacks are popped until one with topmost
symbol 0 is reached. This 0 is replaced by 1 and the tower of level
one stacks consisting just of 0’s is recreated.

A guesses the end of the block of b’s and then verifies that all level one
stacks have 1 as topmost symbol. Note that for this it is necessary to
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be able to identify the bottom level one stack. This can be achieved for
example by creating a bottom level one stack [01] in the very beginning
which is not affected by the counting procedure described above.

Recall that we defined a higher-order pushdown automaton of level
0 to be just a finite automaton. Thus the classes of languages accepted
by higher-order pushdown automata of level zero, one and two are
the regular languages, the context-free languages and the indexed lan-
guages. A.N. Maslov [Mas76] showed that higher-order pushdown au-
tomata on level n accept the languages generated by indexed grammars
of level n. W. Damm and A. Goerdt [DG86] proved that a language is
an OI-language of level n if, and only if, it is accepted by a higher-order
pushdown automaton of level n. J. Engelfriet [Eng91] characterized the
languages accepted by higher-order pushdown automata of level n by
deterministic non-elementary time complexity classes thereby showing
that the OI-hierarchy of languages is strict level by level.

There is a close connection between languages which can be ac-
cepted by higher-order pushdown automata of level n and the graphs
generated by higher-order pushdown systems of level n. It is a simple
fact that every higher-order pushdown automaton of level n accepting
a language L can be transformed into one in which every final state is
a sink and which still accepts L. In the graph generated by this au-
tomaton the set of path labels from the initial configuration to the leafs
of the graph (vertices without an outgoing edge), i.e. the set of traces
of the graph, is exactly L. The converse also holds. For every higher-
order pushdown graph G of level n there is a higher-order pushdown
automaton of level nwhich accepts the traces of the graph. To see this it
suffices to ensure that in the higher-order pushdown system generating
G a transition (p, a, α, q, i) ∈ ∆ is applicable in every configuration (q, s)

with top(s) = α, and that if (p, a, α, q, i) ∈ ∆ then also (p, a′, β, q′, i′) ∈ ∆

for every β ∈ Γ. The first property can be ensured using bottom sym-
bols on every level of the stack, the second property is achieved by
adding corresponding ε-transitions which lead to an ε-loop and then
normalizing the resulting system to ensure that the ε-closure can be
computed. Then all states p for which no transition (p, a, α, q, i) ∈ ∆

exists can be marked as final and the resulting higher-order pushdown
automaton accepts exactly the traces of G.

We state this correspondence in the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.2 For every n ≥ 0 and every language L ⊆ Σ∗ it holds that L
is accepted by a higher-order pushdown automaton on level n iff L is the set of
traces of a higher-order pushdown graph of level n. ¤

The correspondence between the traces of graphs and languages ac-
cepted by higher-order pushdown automata allows us to transfer the
hierarchy results of [Eng91] to the graph classes. This is done in Section
3.5.

3.2 The Treegraph Operation and Transductions

In this section we show that the Caucal hierarchy of graphs is closed
under the application of the treegraph operation. More precisely we
show that for any graph G ∈ Graph(n) we have Treegraph(G, ]) ∈

Graph(n + 1). This result will be used in the following section to show
that every higher-order pushdown graph is a graph in the Caucal hier-
archy.

Furthermore we show that the Caucal hierarchy of graphs coincides
with the hierarchy obtained from the class of finite graphs by itera-
tively applying the treegraph operation and MSO-definable transduc-
tions. We thus get a characterization in terms of more powerful opera-
tions than the unfolding and rational mappings.

The characterization of the Caucal hierarchy of graphs in terms of
the treegraph operation and MSO-definable transductions is split into
two parts. In the next subsection we introduce a subhierarchy of the
Caucal hierarchy where the tree classes are restricted to deterministic
trees. We will show that in this case the corresponding graph classes are
closed under MSO-definable transductions. Then we show, for the case
of deterministic graphs, how to simulate the treegraph operation using
unfolding, inverse rational mappings, and MSO-definable markings.

In Subsection 3.2.2 we then show that every graph in the Caucal
hierarchy can be obtained by a transduction from a deterministic tree.

Combining these results enables us to show that the Caucal hierar-
chy of graphs coincides with the subhierarchy defined in Section 3.2.1
and thus with the hierarchy obtained by iterating the treegraph opera-
tion and transductions.
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The results in this section benefited a lot from previous work of
Carayol and Colcombet [CC03].

3.2.1 A Deterministic Subhierarchy
In this section we introduce a restriction of the Caucal hierarchy where
we consider only unfoldings of deterministic graphs.

By DGraph we denote the class of of all deterministic graphs. We
define the deterministic Caucal hierarchy. Starting from the class Treed(0)

of all finite deterministic trees let

Graphd(n) :=
{

h−1(T ) | T ∈ Treed(n), h−1 a rational mapping
}

,

Treed(n+ 1) :=
{

Unf(G, r) | G ∈ Graphd(n) ∩DGraph, r ∈ V G
}

.

for n ≥ 0. Note that by definition Treed(n) contains only deterministic
trees while Graphd(n) also contains non-deterministic graphs.

Since every finite non-deterministic tree can be made deterministic
by renaming edges (thereby enlarging the set of edge labels) it is easy
to see that Graphd(0) = Graph(0), i.e. Graphd(0) is the class of finite
graphs.

The restriction to unfoldings of deterministic graphs allows us to ap-
ply partial commutation results from [CC03] to prove the closure of the
Graphd(n) classes under transductions. For the Treed classes we obtain
a similar result restricted to the special case of monadic second-order
definable markings.

Let G = (V, (Ea)a∈Σ) be a graph. The marking of a set W ⊆ V of G
by a symbol ] /∈ Σ results in the graph M](G,W ) := (V ′, (E ′

a)a∈Σ∪{]})

where V ′ := V ∪ (V × {]}), E ′
a := Ea and E ′

] := {(v, (v, ])) | v ∈

W}. A markingM](G,W ) is MSO-definable (shortly an MSO-marking)
if there exists an MSO-formula ψ(x) such that W := {v ∈ V | G |=

ψ[v]}. Note that every MSO-marking is an MSO-transduction. If the
marking symbol and the set of vertices which are marked are clear from
the context or do not matter we denote a marking just byM.

Proposition 3.3 ([CC03])

1. For every deterministic graph G, every vertex r ∈ V G and every MSO-
transduction T there exists an MSO-transduction T ′, a vertex r′ ∈

V T ′(G) and a rational mapping h such that

T (Unf(G, r)) = h−1(Unf(T ′(G), r′)).
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2. For every deterministic graph G, every vertex r ∈ V G and every MSO-
marking M there exists an MSO-transduction T and a vertex r′ ∈

V T (G) such that

M(Unf(G, r)) = Unf(T (G), r′).

In either case T ′(G) respectively T (G) is again a deterministic graph.

Proof (Sketch). We shortly sketch the proof of first statement of the
proposition from which the second part follows.

Let G be a deterministic graph, r a vertex of G, and T = (K, I) a
transduction. Since the copying-operation K commutes with the un-
folding, i.e. K(Unf(G, r)) = Unf(K(G), r), and preserves the determin-
ism of the graph it suffices to consider only the interpretation I. For
simplification we assume that I consists of a single monadic second-
order formula ϕ(x, y). For ϕ(x, y) there exists a parity automaton Aϕ

which accepts exactly those trees T with T |= ϕ[u, v], see e.g [Tho97].
Thereby the positions of x and y are marked by additional monadic
predicates. For every vertex w ∈ V T let θ(w) be the set of transitions
of Aϕ which start a successful run on the subtree rooted at w for some
interpretation of the additional predicates. Due to the existence of reg-
ular runs [CW98] we have that θ(w) = θ(w′) if the subtrees rooted at
w and w′ are isomorphic. Thus the function θ is compatible with the
unfolding operation. Moreover, since the existence of a successful run
on a subtree starting with a certain transition can be checked on G us-
ing an MSO-formula, the information provided by θ can be attached
to G using an MSO-transduction T ′. Since every MSO-marking a can
be seen as a special MSO-transduction this already proves Part 2 of the
proposition.

For Part 1 we additionally assume that the states of Aϕ signal whe-
ther x or y are expected in a subtree, i.e. for every tree T with additional
monadic predicates for x and y, if in a successful run of Aϕ state q is
assumed at a vertexw of T , then the subtree rooted atw contains exactly
the monadic predicates for x and y signalled by q.

The rational mapping h now connects vertices u, v of Unf(T ′(G), r′)

if θ(u) contains a state signaling that u is interpreted as x, θ(v) contains a
state signaling that v is interpreted as y, and the labeling of the vertices
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on the path from u to v by θ is compatible with the transition relation of
Aϕ. ¤

Using Proposition 3.3 we can prove the following closure properties
of the classes of the deterministic Caucal hierarchy.

Proposition 3.4

1. For every n ≥ 0, every G ∈ Graphd(n) and every MSO-transduction
T we have T (G) ∈ Graphd(n) too.

2. For every n ≥ 0, every T ∈ Treed(n) and every MSO-markingM we
haveM(T ) ∈ Treed(n) too.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the level n of the determinis-
tic Caucal hierarchy. For n = 0 there is nothing to show. Just note for 1.
that Graphd(0) is the class of all finite graphs and for 2. that a marking
preserves the determinism as well as the tree structure.

For the induction step we first prove 1. Let G ∈ Graphd(n) and
T be a transduction. By definition of Graphd(n) there exists a rational
mapping h, a graph G′ ∈ Graphd(n − 1) and a vertex r ∈ V G′ such
that G = h−1(Unf(G′, r)). Since inverse rational mappings are special
transductions and these are closed under composition, there exists a
transduction T ′ such that

T (G) = (T ◦ h−1)(Unf(G′, r)) = T ′(Unf(G′, r)).

By Proposition 3.3 there exists another transduction T ′′, a rational map-
ping h1 and a vertex r′ ∈ V T (G′) such that

T ′(Unf(G′, r)) = h−1
1 (Unf(T ′′(G′), r′)).

By the induction hypothesis T ′′(G′) ∈ Graphd(n− 1). Since by Proposi-
tion 3.3 the transduction T ′′ preserves the determinism of G′ we obtain
that Unf(T ′′(G′), r′) ∈ Treed(n) and hence T (G) ∈ Graphd(n).

For the proof of 2. let T ∈ Treed(n) andM be a marking. By defini-
tion there exists a deterministic graph G ∈ Graphd(n − 1) and a vertex
r ∈ V G such that T = Unf(G, r). By Proposition 3.3 there exist a trans-
duction T and a vertex r′ ∈ V T (G) such that

M(T ) =M(Unf(G, r)) = Unf(T (G), r′).
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T preserves the determinism of G. Since by Part 1 of the proposition
T (G) ∈ Graphd(n− 1) we obtainM(T ) ∈ Treed(n). ¤

As explained in Subsection 2.3.2 the unfolding of a connected graph
G from a definable vertex is MSO-definable in the treegraph of G. In
the case of deterministic trees we can show a converse result: It is pos-
sible to define the treegraph of a deterministic tree using the unfolding
operation and MSO-transductions.

Lemma 3.5 Let Σ be a finite set of edge labels. Then there exist finite map-
pings h1 and h2 and an MSO-definable markingM such that for every deter-
ministic Σ-labeled tree T with root r

Treegraph(T, ]) = h−1
2 (M(Unf(h−1

1 (T ), r))).

Proof. Let ] be a label not in Σ and Σ̃ be a set of edge labels disjoint but
in bijection to Σ. The finite mapping h1 adds backward edges labeled
by elements of Σ̃ and a loop labeled by ] to every vertex. Formally
h1(a) := {a}, h1(ã) := {ā} for every a ∈ Σ and h1(]) := {ε}. Obviously
h1 preserves the determinism of T . The markingM marks all the ver-
tices v in Unf(h−1

1 (T ), r) by $ /∈ Σ whose unique path from r to v does
not contain an infix aã or ãa for a ∈ Σ. M is obviously MSO-definable.
The finite mapping h2 erases all unmarked vertices and reverses the
edges labeled by a symbol from Σ̃. Formally h2 is given by h2(]) = {]}

and h2(a) =
{

$$̄a$$̄, $$̄¯̃a$$̄
}

for a ∈ Σ. ¤

Figure 3.3 illustrates the construction above. The upper graph shows
an initial segment of the semi-infinite line after applying h−1

1 . The lower
graph shows its unfolding. The filled dots represent the vertices marked
byM.

Note that statement of the previous lemma is uniform in the sense
that the rational mappings and the marking only depend on set of edge
labels but not on the tree under consideration.

Lemma 3.5 allows us now to show that the deterministic graph hi-
erarchy is closed under the application of the treegraph operation.

Proposition 3.6 For every n ≥ 0 and every G ∈ Graphd(n) we have
Treegraph(G, ]) ∈ Graphd(n+ 1).
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Figure 3.3: The semi-infinite line after applying h1 and its unfolding

Proof. Let G ∈ Graphd(n) be a Γ-labeled graph and # /∈ Γ. Then there
exists Σ-labeled tree T ∈ Treed(n) and a rational mapping h : Γ →

P(Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗ such that G = h−1(T ). We extend h to a rational mapping
h# with domain Γ ∪ {#} by setting h#(a) := h(a) for every a ∈ Γ and
h#(#) := {#}. Then

Treegraph(G,#) = Treegraph(h−1(T ),#) = h−1
# (Treegraph(T,#))

and by Lemma 3.5

h−1
# (Treegraph(T,#)) = h−1

# (h−1
2 (M(Unf(h−1

1 (T, r))))).

Furthermore Unf(h−1
1 (T, r)) is a deterministic tree in Treed(n + 1) and

hence by part two of Proposition 3.3 we have M(Unf(h−1
1 (T, r)))) ∈

Treed(n+ 1). Thus Treegraph(G, ]) ∈ Graphd(n+ 1). ¤
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3.2.2 Deterministic Trees Suffice
We now show that deterministic trees indeed suffice to generate the
complete Caucal hierarchy. This allows us to transfer the results of the
previous subsection to prove that the Caucal hierarchy coincides with
the hierarchy defined by iteratively applying the treegraph operation
and MSO-definable transductions.

Lemma 3.7 Graph(n) = Graphd(n) for every n ≥ 0.

Proof. The inclusion from right to left is trivial. For the converse we
have to show that for every n ≥ 0 and every G ∈ Graph(n) there exists
a T ∈ Treed(n) and a rational mapping h such that G = h−1(T ). Again
we proceed by induction on n. By definition of Graph(n) there exists a
rational mapping g1 and a (possibly non-deterministic) tree T ∈ Tree(n)

such that G = g−1
1 (T ). Since the composition of rational mappings is

again a rational mapping it suffices to show that T ∈ Graphd(n).
For n = 0 there is almost nothing to show. Since the degree of T

is bounded by some m ∈ N we can replace every edge label a ∈ Σ

by m copies a1, . . . , am, convert T into a deterministic tree T ′ by replac-
ing multiple a-labeled edges by corresponding copies, and by replac-
ing every symbol a which occurs in a regular expression defining g1 by
(a1 + . . .+ am).

For n > 0 we may assume by the induction hypothesis that T =

Unf(g−1
2 (T ′), s) for some rational mapping g2, some T ′ ∈ Treed(n − 1)

and s ∈ V g−1

2
(T ′). Now we can replace the unfolding by an application

of treegraph and a transduction: T = T (Treegraph(g−1
2 (T ′), ])). As in

the proof of Proposition 3.6 we can extend g2 by g2(]) := {]} to swap
the treegraph operation and g2. This allows us to apply Lemma 3.5 to
obtain

T = T (Treegraph(g−1
2 (T ′), ])) = (T ◦ g−1

2 )(Treegraph(T ′, ]))

= (T ◦ g−1
2 ◦ h

−1
2 ◦M)(Unf(h−1

1 (T ′), r))

where h1 and h2 denote the rational mappings of Lemma 3.5 and r is
the root of T ′. h−1

1 (T ′) is a deterministic graph in Graphd(n − 1), hence
Unf(h−1

1 (T ′), r) ∈ Treed(n) ⊆ Graphd(n). Since T ◦ g−1
2 ◦ h

−1
2 ◦ M is

again an MSO-transduction we can conclude using Proposition 3.4 that
T ∈ Graphd(n). ¤
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Combining Lemma 3.7, Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.4 we ob-
tain the following closure properties of Caucal hierarchy.

Corollary 3.8

1. For every n ≥ 0 and every G ∈ Graph(n) we have Treegraph(G, ]) ∈

Graph(n+ 1).

2. For every n ≥ 0, every G ∈ Graph(n) and every MSO-transduction T
we have T (G) ∈ Graph(n). ¤

From the proof of Lemma 3.7 we can extract another important prop-
erty of graphs in the Caucal hierarchy. It suffices to consider unfoldings
of graphs from MSO-definable vertices.

Corollary 3.9 For every graphG ∈ Graph(n) there is a graphG′ ∈ Graph(n−

1), an inverse rational mapping h, and an MSO-definable vertex r such that
G = h−1(Unf(G′, r)).

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.7 is suffices to show the claim only
for trees in Tree(n) instead of graphs in Graph(n). So let T ∈ Tree(n). By
Lemma 3.7 we may assume that T = Unf(g−1(T ′), s) for some rational
mapping g, some T ′ ∈ Treed(n − 1) and s ∈ V g−1(T ′). Since T ′ is deter-
ministic the vertex s is MSO-definable in T ′ and hence there exists an
MSO-markingM which marks s in T ′ by an edge labeled ]. By Propo-
sition 3.4M(T ′, ]) ∈ Treed(n− 1). Extending g by g(]) := {]}we obtain
the graph G′ := g−1(M(T ′, ])) in which s is MSO-definable. The ratio-
nal mapping h is then used to remove the marking of s from Unf(G′, s).

¤

This corollary justifies that in the definition of the Caucal hierarchy
on Page 36 we allow to unfold a graph G from any vertex: For every
vertex s ∈ V G we can find another graph G′ on the same level and a
vertex s′ ∈ V G′ such that s′ is definable in G′ and Unf(G, s) is equal to
Unf(G′, s′) (up to the marking of s′).

With this result and the fact that the unfolding of a graph can be
defined in its treegraph by an MSO-transduction we can conclude that
the graph hierarchy defined by iteratively applying the treegraph op-
eration and MSO-transductions coincides with the Caucal hierarchy of
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graphs. As a direct consequence of this characterization we obtain that
every graph in the Caucal hierarchy has a decidable MSO-theory.

Actually we know even more. We can add counting quantifiers
|X| = p mod q for all p < q and an infinity quantifier |X| ≥ ω to
MSO which express that a X is of cardinality p mod q respectively X is
infinite to obtain the logic MSO+C. A. Blumensath [Blu03] observed
that MSO-transductions preserve the decidability of MSO+C and A.
Blumensath and S. Kreutzer in [BK] extended Muchnik’s Theorem to
MSO+C.

We summarize these results in the following theorem

Theorem 3.10

1. The Caucal hierarchy of graphs is equal to the hierarchy obtained from
the class of finite graphs by iteratively applying the treegraph operation
and MSO-definable transductions.

2. Every graph in the Caucal hierarchy has a decidable MSO+C theory.

¤

Part 1 of Theorem 3.10 in particular implies that for every tree T ∈
Tree(n) and every MSO-interpretation I there exists a tree T ′ ∈ Tree(n)

and a rational mapping h such that I(T ) = h−1(T ′) and vice versa for
every T ′ ∈ Tree(n) and every rational mapping h there exists a tree
T ∈ Tree(n) and an MSO-interpretation I such that I(T ) = h−1(T ′).

Since inverse rational mappings are special MSO-interpretations, in
the second case the tree T can be chosen to be the same as T ′. This
does not hold for the first case. With respect to single trees MSO-inter-
pretations are more expressive than inverse rational mappings. To see
this we continue the example depicted in Figure 2.5. Figure 3.4 shows
the unfolding of the pushdown graph of Figure 2.5 from the leftmost
vertex.

With an MSO-interpretation we can characterize the vertex I as
the only vertex which has no incoming edge and the vertices H as the
ones which have no outgoing edge. Thus it is possible using an MSO-
interpretation to connect I with every vertex H by an edge labeled c.
The path language described by this MSO-interpretation in the graph
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Figure 3.4: Unfolding of a pushdown graph

is {anbn | n ≥ 1} which is not regular. Thus there is no regular expres-
sion r which can describe the set of paths from I to the vertices H and
therefore there is no rational mapping which can add the corresponding
edges.

3.3 From HOPDG to Caucal Graphs

In this section we will show that every higher-order pushdown graph
of level n is a graph of level n of the Caucal hierarchy. For this pur-
pose will identify for every higher-order pushdown system A a graph
GA whose vertices are (almost) in one-to-one correspondence with the
configurations of A and then show how the edges of the configuration
graph of A can be defined using an inverse rational mapping.

A construction along these lines was already proposed by T. Cachat
in [Cac03] in the context of game simulations. The graphs he used have
the disadvantage that many vertices represent the same configuration
of the higher-order pushdown system.

With the results of the previous section as a background we are able
to propose as base graphs the family ∆n

m of graphs obtained by an (n−

1)-fold application of the treegraph operation to the infinite m-ary tree
∆m. Formally for m,n ≥ 1 the graph ∆n

m is defined as

∆n
m := Treegraph(Treegraph(. . .Treegraph(∆m,#2) . . . ,#n−1),#n).

Note that ∆1
m = ∆m for every m. By Corollary 3.8 we know that ∆n

m ∈

Graph(n) for every m,n ≥ 1.
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Figure 3.5: Initial segment of ∆2
2.

The nodes of ∆n
m are in one-to-one correspondence to higher-order

pushdown stacks of level n over a stack alphabet Γ of size m. Here and
in the following we assume that Γ is equipped with a linear order on
its elements and we identify an edge label j ≤ m with the jth element
of Γ. Figure 3.5 shows an initial segment of ∆2

2 where Γ = {α, β}. The
labels of the vertices depict the level 2 stacks the vertices are identified
with (with the top of the stack to the left). We will use the edges labeled
#j to model the operations pushj and popj for j ≥ 2.

Proposition 3.11 For every n ≥ 1, if G ∈ HOPDG(n) then G ∈ Graph(n).

Proof. Let A = (Q,Σ,Γ, qi,∆) ∈ HOPDS(n) and G be the graph gen-
erated by A. Let |Γ| = m. W.l.o.g we assume that Q ∩ Γ = ∅. As
argued above we can identify every vertex of ∆n

m with a pushdown
stack of level n over Γ. To handle the state component of a configu-
ration we apply a Q-copying operation to ∆n

m. Furthermore we add
a loop labeled e /∈ Σ to all the vertices of ∆n

m which represent stacks
with empty top level 1 stack. These are the vertices of ∆n

m which do not
have an incoming edge labeled by a symbol from Γ and therefore are
MSO-definable. Thus the resulting graph ∆n

m(Q) is obtained from ∆n
m

by an MSO-transduction and therefore ∆n
m(Q) ∈ Graph(n). The vertices

added by the transduction to ∆n
m(Q) are in one-to-one correspondence

to the configurations of A.
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We define now formally how simulate the behavior of A on ∆n
m(Q).

For this we translate every transition (q, a, α, q ′, i) ∈ ∆ with α ∈ Γ into a
regular expression which will be added to the definition of h(a):

• For (q, a, α, q′, pushβ
1 ) ∈ ∆ add q̄ᾱαβq′ to h(a).

• For (q, a, α, q′, pushj) ∈ ∆ add q̄ᾱα#jq
′ to h(a).

• For (q, a, α, q′, pop1) ∈ ∆ add q̄ᾱq′ to h(a).

• For (q, a, α, q′, popj) ∈ ∆ add q̄ᾱ(Γ + Γ̄ + {]k, ]̄k | k < j})∗#̄jq
′ to

h(a).

To handle the transitions of A on an empty top level 1 stack, i.e. for
α = ε, we have to replace every occurrence of α and ᾱ in the regular
expression on the right hand side of the rules above by e. Since tran-
sitions with pop1 instructions are not applicable on higher-order stacks
with empty top level 1 stack these have to be ignored.

It follows directly from the construction that for every a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}

and all configurations (q, s), (q′, s′) it holds that A can reach (q′, s′) from
(q, s) via an edge labeled by a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} iff for the vertices v1, v2 repre-

senting (q, s) respectively (q′, s′) we have v1
h(a)
−−→ v2 in ∆n

m(Q).
We now have to restrict h−1(∆n

m(Q)) to the vertices which repre-
sent configurations which can be reached from the initial configuration
(qi, [ε]

n). This set of vertices can be characterized as the smallest set
which contains (qi, [ε]

n) and which is closed under (Σ∪{ε})-successors.
(qi, [ε]

n) is definable as the qi successor of the only vertex w which has
the following properties:

• w has no incoming edge labeled by a symbol from Γ.

• From w no backward edge labeled #j for some j can be reached
via a path which traverses only Γ-labeled edges (in either direc-
tion).

Thus there exists an MSO-markingM& which marks the set of config-
urations reachable from (qi, [ε]

n).
To finish the proof we have to compute the ε-closure of the graph

restricted to vertices marked by &. We use another MSO-markingM$

to mark every vertex which has no outgoing ε-edges, i.e. those ver-
tices which are not removed due to the ε-closure (Note that h−1(∆n

m(Q))
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contains ε as a usual edge label.). Then we apply the inverse rational
mapping hε defined by hε(a) = &&̄aε∗$$̄ for every a ∈ Σ to (M$ ◦

M&)(h−1(∆n
m(Q))) to obtain the ε-closure of the configuration graph of

A, i.e to obtain the graph G generated by A. ¤

3.4 From Caucal Graphs to HOPDG

We now turn to the converse direction. We show that every graph G

on level n of the Caucal hierarchy is generated by a higher-order push-
down system of level n.

To achieve this result some preliminary work is necessary. First we
introduce a variant of the higher-order pushdown systems where, for
every k, a stack of level k can only be popped if the two top level k stacks
coincide. In Subsection 3.4.1 we show that these automata with equality
pop1 generate the same classes of higher-order pushdown graphs as the
standard model.

With this strengthened model we can proceed towards the main re-
sult. In Subsection 3.4.2 we show how to construct from a higher-order
pushdown system A of level n a higher-order pushdown system of
level n + 1 which generates the unfolding of the graph generated by
A from a certain vertex.

In Section 3.4.3 we finally show that the application of an unfolding
followed by an inverse rational mapping to a higher-order pushdown
graph of level n yields a higher-order pushdown graph of level n+ 1.

3.4.1 HOPDS with Equality Pop

We now introduce a variant of the higher-order pushdown systems by
extending the popk operations with a built-in equality test: for k > 1

the operation pop=
k can only be applied if the two top level k stacks

coincide.
Let [sr, . . . , s1] be a stack of level n. We define the operations pop=

k

1In [CW03] we called these automata “weak-popping”, a term which suggests a
weaker popping operation, not one strengthened with a built in equality test.
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for 1 ≤ k ≤ n by setting

pop=
n ([sr, sr−1, . . . , s1]) := [sr−1, . . . , sr] if sr = sr−1 and n > 1,

pop=
k ([sr, . . . , s1]) := [pop=

k (sr), sr−1, . . . , s1] for 1 < k < n,

pop=
1 ([sr, . . . , s1]) := [pop1(sr), sr−1, . . . , s1].

Otherwise pop=
k is undefined. A higher-order pushdown system with equal-

ity pop of level n is a higher-order pushdown system of level nwhere in
Instrn the instruction popk is replaced by pop=

k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. We denote
this set of instructions by Instr=

n .
We show that the higher-order pushdown systems with equality

pop generate the same classes of graphs as the standard model. The
idea how to simulate a pop instruction by pop= instructions is straight-
forward. The automaton with equality pop operation just guesses the
correct stack content to be able to apply pop=.

For a pop2 instruction this amounts to emptying the top-most stack
of level 1 using pop1 instructions and nondeterministically recreating
the stack content using push1 instructions to apply pop=

2 . For a pop3

instruction the automaton empties the top-most stack of level 2 and
recreates nondeterministically the correct content of this level 2 stack
using the simulation of pop2 by pop=

2 both during emptying the stack
and recreation of the correct content.

Figure 3.6 shows an example sequence to enable a pop=
3 instruction.

First letter c is pushed onto the top level 1 stack to be able to apply pop=
2 .

Then the top level 1 stack (and also the top level 2 stack) is emptied
using level 1 instructions. [abc] is recreated, pushed and, again using
level 1 instructions, the level 2 stack is finally recreated to be able to
apply pop=

3 .
A formal description of the transitions needed to allow the simula-

tion of popk operations by pop=
k operations is given in the proof of the

following proposition.

Proposition 3.12 IfA is a higher-order pushdown system of level n then there
exists a higher-order pushdown system B with equality pop of level n such that
A and B generate the same graph.

Proof. Let A = (Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆) be a (standard) higher-order pushdown
system of level n. We will construct a higher-order pushdown sys-
tem B with equality pop from A by replacing every transition δ =
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Figure 3.6: Recreation of a stack to apply pop=
3

(q, a, α, q′, i) ∈ ∆A with i = popk for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n with a set [δ]

of transitions with only pop= instructions.
Let δ = (q, a, α, q′, popk) ∈ ∆A. We proceed by induction on the level

k of the pop instruction. For k = 1 pop=
1 is defined as pop1 and there is

nothing to show. For k = 2 and α 6= ε we define

[(q, a, α, q′, pop2)] := (q, ε, α, p, pop=
1 ) (3.1)

∪ {(p, ε, β, p, pop=
1 ) | β ∈ Γ} (3.2)

∪ {(p, ε, β, p, pushγ
1) | γ ∈ Γ, β ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}} (3.3)

∪ {(p, a, β, q′, pop=
2 ) | β ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}} (3.4)

where p is a new state for every transition δ. The transition in Line
3.1 checks whether α is the top level 1 stack symbol and removes it,
the transitions in Line 3.2 enable the pushdown system to empty the
top level 1 stack, while the transitions in Line 3.3 allow to recreate the
correct content of this stack to enable an a-labeled transition of Line 3.4
to remove the top level 1 stack completely.

If α = ε, i.e. the transition δ is applied to remove an empty top
level 1 stack we have to replace Lines 3.1 and 3.2 by a single transition
(q, a, ε, p,−) which allows the pushdown system to change its state to p
without changing the stack content.

It is easy to see that the construction ensures that from a configu-
ration (q, s) the configuration (q′, s′) can be reached via the transition
δ = (q, a, α, q′, pop2) iff there is a sequence of transitions in [δ] such that
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(q′, s′) is reached from (q, s) via a path labeled by a.
We generalize this idea of first emptying a stack and then recreat-

ing a correct stack content to simulate higher-order pop instructions by
pop= instructions.

Let k > 2 and assume that [δ] has been defined for all transitions δ
with popj instructions for j < k. We set

[(q, a, α, q′, popk)] := [(q, ε, α, p, popk−1)] (3.5)

∪
⋃

β∈Γ∪{ε}
j<k

[(p, ε, β, p, popj)] (3.6)

∪ {(p, ε, β, p, pushj) | β ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}, j < k} (3.7)

∪ {(p, ε, β, p, pushγ
1) | γ ∈ Γ, β ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}} (3.8)

∪ {(p, a, β, q′, pop=
k ) | β ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}} (3.9)

and assume that all states added during the recursive construction are
new.

The transitions in Lines 3.5 and 3.6 allow to empty the top stack of
level k−1, the transitions in Lines 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 enable the pushdown
system to recreate the correct stack content to apply one of the transi-
tions of Line 3.9 to delete the topmost level k stack.

If [δ] is extended to be the identity function on transitions δ with-
out pop operations we can define the higher-order pushdown system
B with equality pop which generates the same graph as A by setting
B := (Q̄,Σ,Γ, q0, ∆̄) where ∆̄ :=

⋃

δ∈∆[δ] and Q̄ contains Q and all the
states which have to be added during the construction of ∆̄. ¤

The simulation of a higher-order pushdown system with equality
pop instructions by one with the usual pop instructions is slightly more
complicated. We have to ensure that the transitions which simulate a
pop=

k instruction can only be applied if the two top level k stacks coin-
cide.

For this purpose we will enrich the stack alphabet with new sym-
bols which state which instructions have to be executed to recreate a
previous stack content. Such an encoding is only possible due to the
simple structure of Instr=

n which ensures that for every stack s of level n
there is a unique shortest sequence of instructions which creates s from
[ε]n. Before we proceed to the proof of this proposition we collect some
necessary facts in a series of lemmas.
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We assume w.l.o.g. that Instr=
n does not contain the identity instruc-

tion −. From the definition of Instr=
n we then can derive the following:

Firstly, every instruction i ∈ Instr=
n is injective, i.e. if i is applicable to

stacks s and t and s 6= t then i(s) 6= i(t). Secondly, instructions define
distinct operations on the stack, i.e. if i, j ∈ Instr=

n , i 6= j and both are
applicable to a stack s then i(s) 6= j(s).

Furthermore the restriction to equality pop-instructions allows the
definition of inverse instructions. Let i ∈ Instr=

n . By i−1 we denote
the inverse instruction of i, i.e. (pop=

k )−1 := pushk and push−1
k := pop=

k for
2 ≤ k ≤ n, (pushγ

1)
−1 := pop1 and, slightly abusing notation, pop−1

1 (s) :=

pushγ
1(s) if top(s) = γ. Obviously we have that i−1(i(s)) = s for every

stack s and all instructions i applicable to s. Note that with the standard
definition of Instrn there are no inverse instructions for popk for k ≥ 2.

The notion of the distance of two stacks will play a crucial role in the
following statements. Let s and t be stacks of level n. The distance m of
t from s is the length of the shortest sequence s = s1

i1−→ s2
i2−→ . . .

im−→

sm+1 = t with ik ∈ Instr=
n for 1 ≤ k ≤ m.

First we consider the distance of substacks of a stack s of level n. The
substack property is inductively defined. If n = 1 and s = [γk, . . . γ1]

(γj ∈ Γ) then every stack [γj, . . . , γ1] for 1 ≤ j ≤ k of level 1 is a sub-
stack of s. If n > 1 and s = [sk, . . . , s1] is a stack of level n then for
every 1 ≤ j ≤ k the stack [sj, . . . , s1] is a substack (of level n) of s and
every substack of sj is a substack (of level less than n) of s. In the fol-
lowing lemma we identify a substack t of level less than n of s with its
corresponding stack of level n.

Lemma 3.13 If s is a stack of level n of distance m from [ε]n and t 6= s is a
substack of s then t is of distance less than m from [ε]n.

Proof. The proof is an easy induction on the level n of the stack s. If
n = 1 the stated property is obvious, so assume that the lemma holds
for all n′ < n and that s = [sk, . . . , s1] is a stack of level n. It suffices
to show for every 1 ≤ j < k that the substacks [sj, . . . , s1] of level n
are of distance less than m from [ε]n. The claim for substacks of level
less than n then follows by the induction hypothesis. To see that the
substacks [sj, . . . , s1] are of distance less than m from [ε]n just notice that
for 1 ≤ j < k the stack [sj, sj, . . . , s1] is contained in any sequence of
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stacks from [ε]n to s and hence the distance of [sj, . . . , s1] from [ε]n is less
than m. ¤

Now we can now show that for any stack s the shortest path gener-
ating s from [ε]n is unique.

Proposition 3.14 For every stack s of level n the shortest path from [ε]n to s
is unique.

Proof. We show the following claim by induction on m.

Claim 1. If t is a stack of distance m − 1 from [ε]n and s := i(t) is
of distance m from [ε]n then j(s) is of distance m + 1 from [ε]n for all
instructions j ∈ Instr=

n , j 6= i−1 which are applicable to s.

From this the statement of the proposition follows. Assume that s is
a stack of distance m from [ε]n and there exist two distinct paths [ε]n =

s1
i1−→ s2

i2−→ . . .
im−→ sm+1 = s and [ε]n = t1

j1
−→ t2

j2
−→ . . .

jm
−→ tm+1 = s

of length m from [ε]n to s. Then there exists a 1 ≤ k ≤ m such that
sk+1 = tk+1 but sk 6= tk, in particular we have that ik(sk) = sk+1 = tk+1 =

jk(tk) for instructions ik 6= jk. Thus j−1
k 6= i−1

k and hence by Claim 1 we
have that j−1

k (i(sk)) = tk is of distance k from [ε]n which contradicts that

[ε]n = t1
j1
−→ t2

j2
−→ . . .

jk−1

−−→ tk, i.e. tk is of distance k − 1 from [ε]n.

Thus it suffices to show Claim 1 for stacks s of distance m from [ε]n.
For this we need the property that the application of a non-inverse in-
struction to stacks of distance m from [ε]n leads to distinct stacks (of
distance m+ 1 from [ε]n). This property is formalized in Claim 2 below.
The proofs of the Claim 1, Claim 2 and the proposition are nested: the
statement of Claim 1 for stacks s of distance m from [ε]n relies on the
statement of Claim 2 on stacks s and t of distance m from [ε]n which
again relies on the statement of the proposition for stacks of distance
m′ < m from [ε]n.

Claim 2. Let m > 0, s′, t′ be stacks of level n of distance m− 1 from [ε]n

and i′, j′ ∈ Instr=
n such that s := i′(s′), t := j ′(t′) are both of distance m

from [ε]n and s 6= t. Then for all i, j ∈ Instr=
n with i 6= (i′)−1, j 6= (j ′)−1

which are applicable to s respectively t we have i(s) 6= t and i(s) 6= j(t).

Proof of Claim 1. Let t be stack of distance m− 1 from [ε]n and s := i(t)

be of distance m from [ε]n. Let j ∈ Instr=
n , j 6= i−1 be applicable to s and
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assume that j(s) is of distance k < m + 1 from [ε]n. Applying Claim 2
to j(s) and s we can conclude that j(s) is not of distance m from [ε]n.
Thus two cases remain to be considered. If k < m− 1 then s = j−1(j(s))

is of distance < k + 1 < m which contradicts that s is of distance m
from [ε]n. If k = m − 1, i.e. t and j(s) have the same distance from
[ε]n, then the equation j−1(j(s)) = s = i(t) contradicts Claim 2 since
j(s) = j(i(t)) 6= i−1(i(t)).

Proof of Claim 2. We proceed by induction on the length m of the
shortest paths to s respectively t.

If m = 1, s := i′([ε]n), t := j ′([ε]n) and s 6= t we know that i′ 6= j′

and that the paths of length one from [ε]n to s respectively t are unique.
Let i ∈ Instr=

n , i 6= (i′)−1 be applicable to s and j ∈ Instr=
n , j 6= (j ′)−1

be applicable to t. Since different instructions applied to a stack lead to
different stacks and i 6= (i′)−1, j 6= (j ′)−1 we know that i(s) 6= [ε]n and
j(t) 6= [ε]n. It is easy to verify by a case distinction that i(s) 6= j(t) for all
i, j ∈ Instr=

n which are applicable to s respectively t and that all these
stacks are of distance two from [ε]n.

Now letm > 1 and assume that Proposition 3.14, Claim 1 and Claim
2 hold for all m′ < m. Let s′, t′ be stacks of level n of distance m−1 from
[ε]n and i′, j′ ∈ Instr=

n be instructions such that s := i′(s′) and t := j ′(t′)

are both of distance m from [ε]n and s 6= t. Let i, j ∈ Instr=
n , i 6= (i′)−1,

j 6= (j ′)−1 be applicable to s respectively t. Let s = [sk, . . . , s1] and
t = [tl, . . . , t1] where k, l ≥ 1 and sk, . . . , s1 as well as tl, . . . , t1 are stacks
of level n− 1.

We first show that i(s) 6= t. Assume i(s) = t. Since both i(s) and
t are of distance m from [ε]n we can conclude that i 6= pushn and i 6=

pop=
n . Hence it follows that k = l and it suffices to consider the top

level n − 1 stacks sk of s and tk of t. Let sk be of distance m1 from
[ε]n−1 and tk be of distance m2 from [ε]n−1. Applying Claim 1 we can
conclude that m1 differs from m2 by one. If m1 = m2 + 1 (respectively
m2 = m1 + 1) then applying the proposition we can conclude that tk
(respectively sk) is contained in the unique shortest path from [ε]n−1 to
sk (tk). This contradicts that both s and t have the same distance from
[ε]n.

It remains to show that i(s) 6= j(t). We first show that both i, j 6=

pop=
n . Assume that w.l.o.g. i = pop=

n is applicable to s. Then sk = sk−1.
Since i 6= (i′)−1, i.e. i′ 6= pushn, we know that s′ = [sk−1, sk−1, sk−1, . . . , s1]
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or s′ = [s′k, sk−1, . . . , s1] for some level n−1 stack s′k. In both cases i(s) =

[sk−1, . . . , s1] is a substack of s′ and hence by Lemma 3.13 of distance less
than m − 1 from [ε]n. Thus the distance of i−1(i(s)) = s is less than m

from [ε]n which contradicts the assumption that s is of distance m from
[ε]n.

Now assume that i(s) = j(t) and that none of the instructions i, j is
pop=

n . Then we know k and l differ at most by one. We first consider
the case that k and l differ by one and assume w.l.o.g. l = k + 1. Then
i has to be pushn and j ∈ Instr=

n−1. Thus s = [sk, . . . , s1] = [tl−1, . . . , t1]

which is a substack of t. Hence by Lemma 3.13 the stack s is of distance
less than m from [ε]n which again contradicts the assumption that s is
of distance m from [ε]n.

Now let k = l. If sp 6= tp for some 1 ≤ p < k then i(s) 6= j(t) for
all i, j ∈ Instr=

n . So assume that sp = tp for 1 ≤ p < k and sk 6= tk.
Since i, j 6= pop=

n the only instruction of level n remaining is pushn. If
both i, j = pushn then i(s) 6= j(s) because sk 6= tk. If only one of the
instructions i, j is pushn and the other one is an instruction of level less
than n, say j ∈ Instr=

n−1, then i(s) contains one more stack of level n− 1

than j(t) and hence i(s) 6= j(t).
Thus we know that under the assumption that i(s) = j(t) and k = l

the instructions i, j ∈ Instr=
n−1 and hence it suffices to consider the top

level n− 1 stacks sk of s and tk of t. By Lemma 3.13 we know that sk is
of distance m1 < m from [ε]n−1 and tk is of distance m2 < m from [ε]n−1.
Since i(s) = j(t), i, j ∈ Instr=

n−1 and therefore i(sk) = j(tk) we know by
Claim 1 thatm1 andm2 differ at most by two. Thus we have to consider
three cases:
Case 1. If m1 = m2 the induction hypothesis applies contradicting the
assumption that i(s) = j(t).
Case 2. If w.l.o.g. m2 = m1 + 1 then i(sk) is by Claim 1 (applied with
m1 + 1 < m) of distance m1 + 1 = m2 or distance m1 − 1 from [ε]n−1 and
j(tk) is of distance m2 + 1 > m1 + 1 or m2 − 1 = m1 from [ε]n−1. That
is i(sk) and j(sk) do not have the same distance from [ε]n−1 and thus
i(sk) 6= j(tk) which implies i(s) 6= j(t).
Case 3. If w.l.o.g. m2 = m1 + 2 then we know that i(sk) = j(tk) is of
distance m1 + 1 from [ε]n−1 Since [sk−1, sk−1, . . . .s1] = [tk−1, tk−1, . . . , t1]

and this stack occurs on any shortest path from [ε]n to [sk, sk−1, . . . .s1]

respectively [tk, tk−1, . . . , t1] we know that the distance of sk from sk−1 is
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the same as the distance of tk from tk−1 = sk−1, say d. Let n1 < m be
the distance of sk−1 from [ε]n−1. If n1 ≤ m1 then by the induction hy-
pothesis on the existence of unique shortest generating paths for stacks
of distance less than m the stack sk−1 occurs on both unique shortest
paths from [ε]n−1 to sk and tk and hence m1 − d = n1 and m2 − d = n1

contradicting the assumption that m2 = m1 + 2. If n1 ≥ m2 the again
by the induction hypothesis both tk and sk occur on the unique shortest
path from [ε]n−1 to sk−1 which contains only a single stack of distance d
from sk−1 and hence tk = sk. If n1 = m1 + 1 then j(tk) = sk−1 = tk−1 and
thus j(t) = [tk−1, tk−1, . . . t1] which implies that j = (j ′)−1.

This finishes the proof of Claim 2 and thus also the proof of Propo-
sition 3.14. ¤

Note that there are no unique shortest paths if we allow to use stan-
dard popk instructions, see Figure 3.7 for an example. This example also
shows that a stack may have many predecessors of varying distance
from [ε]n.

[

[abcd]

[cd]

]

pop1−−→

[

[bcd]

[cd]

]

pop1−−→

[

[cd]

[cd]

]

[

[abcd]

[cd]

]

pop2−−→ [[cd]]
push2−−−→

[

[cd]

[cd]

]

Figure 3.7: Multiple shortest paths with pop2

From Proposition 3.14 can conclude that there exist unique shortest

paths between any two stacks s and t. If [ε]n = s1
i1−→ s2

i2−→ . . .
ik−1

−−→

sk = s and [ε]n = t1
j1
−→ t2

j2
−→ . . .

jl−1

−−→ tl = t are the unique shortest
paths from [ε]n to s respectively to t and m is chosen maximal such that
ip = jp for every p ≤ m then the shortest path from s to t is given by

s = sk

i−1

k−1

−−→ . . .
i−1

m+1

−−−→ (sm = tm)
jm
−→ . . .

jl−→ tl = t.

We call sm the shortest common prefix of s and t.
The previous results now allow us to show that on every path from

a stack s to itself every instruction has to be reversed, i.e. the only non-
trivial paths from s to s consist of possibly nested loops. We formalize
this with the notion of reversal paths.
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Let s1
i1−→ s2

i2−→ . . . sm
im−→ sm+1 a sequence of stacks obtained from s1

by applying i1, . . . , im. We call this sequence a reversal path if either

(a) im = i−1
1 and m = 2 or s2

i2−→ . . .
im−→ sm+1 is a reversal path or

(b) there exists a 1 < k < m such that s1
i1−→ . . .

ik−1

−−→ sk and sk
ik−→ . . .

im−→

sm+1 are both reversal paths.

Lemma 3.15 If s = s1
i1−→ s2

i2−→ . . .
im−→ sm+1 = s then this sequence is a

reversal path.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the length m of the sequence. For
m = 0 no such sequence exists. Let m > 0. If there exists 1 ≤ k <

l ≤ m with sk = sl we know that by induction hypothesis that both

s1
i1−→ . . .

ik−→ sk = sl
il−→ . . .

im−→ sm+1 as well as sk
ik−→ . . .

il−1

−−→ sl are
reversal paths and hence s1

i1−→ . . .
im−→ sm+1 is a reversal path too.

On the other hand we know by Claim 1 stated in the proof of Propo-
sition 3.14 that the distance of sk from [ε]n differs by one from the dis-
tance of sk+1 from [ε]n. So if sk 6= sl for 1 ≤ k < l ≤ m and hence
ik+1 6= i−1

k there exists a 1 ≤ k ≤ m and a d such that sk has distance d
from [ε]n and both sk−1 and sk+1 have distance d + 1 from [ε]n or both
have distance d− 1 from [ε]n. Since sk+1 6= sk−1 the case that both are of
distance d − 1 from [ε]n is ruled out by the uniqueness of shortest gen-
erating paths. Thus again by Lemma 3.14 (applied several times) we
obtain that s1 6= sm+1 which contradicts the assumption. ¤

The next lemma shows that every path from s to t differs from the
shortest path from s to t only by trivial deviations, i.e. all deviations are
reversal paths.

Lemma 3.16 Let s and t be stacks of level n and s = s1
i1−→ . . .

im−→ sm+1 = t

be the unique shortest path between s and t. Let s = t1
j1
−→ . . .

jn
−→ tn+1 = t

be another path between s and t. Then there exists a subsequence (lk)1≤k≤m

such that jlk = ik and tlk
jlk−→ . . .

jlk+1−1

−−−−→ tlk+1
is a reversal path for every

1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1.

Proof. By definition n ≥ m. If n = m then we know by Proposition
3.14 that the two paths coincide, hence it remains to consider the case
n > m.
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Consider the path s = t1
j1
−→ . . .

jn
−→ tn+1 = t. If this path contains

a stack twice, say tp = tq for 1 ≤ p < q ≤ n + 1 we know by Lemma
3.15 that the path from tp to tq is a reversal path and hence it suffices to

consider t1
j1
−→ . . .

jp−1

−−→ tp
jq

−→ tq+1
jq+1

−−→ . . .
jn
−→ tn+1. We can continue

to cut reversal paths in this manner until for the resulting path either
n = m or tp 6= tq for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ n. In the second case we obtain that
jp+1 6= j−1

p for 1 ≤ p ≤ n. Since n > m we know that the distance of the
stacks tp from [ε]n is neither strictly increasing nor strictly decreasing,
hence similar to the argument presented in the proof of Lemma 3.15,
there exist a 1 < p < n+1 such that tp−1 and tp+1 have the same distance
d from [ε]n and tp is of distance d−1 from [ε]n. Since all stacks on the path
from s to t are different this implies that tp is indeed the longest common
prefix of s and t. Proposition 3.14 then implies that the distance of the
stacks tp, tp1

, . . . , t1 = s as well as tp, tp+1, . . . tn = t from [ε]n is strictly
increasing. This however contradicts n > m. ¤

We can now define an encoding of a higher-order stack from which
we can extract whether the two top level k stacks coincide. The encod-
ing will record for every 2 ≤ k ≤ n the last change to the top stack of
level k which is still persistent. This last persistent change is the effect of
the application of the last instruction in the unique shortest sequence
from [ε]k to the current top level k stack. Lemma 3.16 ensures that we
can update this information correctly.

We will use the following additional stack symbols for 2 ≤ k ≤ n,
2 ≤ j < k and γ ∈ Γ, on the right hand side we denote their intended
meanings:

(k,+γ) the last persistent change of level k was to add γ ,
(k,−γ) the last persistent change of level k was to remove γ ,
(k,+j) the last persistent change of level k was a pushj ,
(k,−j) the last persistent change of level k was a pop=

j ,
(k, ε) the last persistent change of level k was pushk .

In the encoding every stack of level one will be headed by an (n−1)-
tuple (n, ∗)(n − 1, ∗) . . . (2, ∗). The empty stack of level n is encoded by
[(n, ε) . . . (2, ε)]n.

To describe the updates on a stack when an instruction is applied
we need some more notation. Let s be a stack of level n. We denote
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by s[l] the top stack of level l of s. Let s[1] := [mn . . .m2γr . . . γ1] with
mk = (k, ∗) for 2 ≤ k ≤ n and γk ∈ Γ for 1 ≤ k ≤ r be the top level one
stack of s. We call mn . . .m2 the head of s[1] and γk . . . γ1 the tail of s[1]
and denote them by head(s) respectively tail(s). By s{mk := (k, ∗)} we
denote the stack which is obtained from s by replacing mk with (k, ∗) in
the head of s[1]. Similarly s{tail := βr . . . β1} denotes the stack which is
obtained by replacing in s the tail of s[1] with βr . . . β1.

The algorithm which updates the encoding of a stack when an in-
struction is applied is given in Figure 3.8. The input consists of three
parts, the stack s, the level l on which the encoding still has to be up-
dated and the instruction i for which the update is requested.

The encoding of a stack s of level n is defined via its shortest gener-
ating sequence [ε]n = s1

i1−→ . . .
im−→ sm = s. It is the stack c(s) computed

by

updaten(. . . updaten(updaten([(n, ε) . . . (2, ε)]n, n, i1), n, i2) . . . , n, im).

Figure 3.9 shows an example how the encoding of a level 3 stack
evolves. The labels at the arrows depict the instruction and the level
with which the algorithm is called on the stack at the source of the ar-
row. The call of update([(3, ε)(2, ε)]3, 3, pusha

1) first results in the right
hand side of the first line. The top level 2 stack is copied and the
mark (3, ε) of the copy is replaced by (3,+a). Then update is called
for level 2 on this stack, the top level 1 stack is copied and the mark
(2, ε) is replaced by (2,+a). Finally a is added to the tail of the top
level 1 stack. This stack of the right hand side of line 2 is the result of
update([(3, ε)(2, ε)]3, 3, pusha

1). The first stack of line 3 shows the final re-
sult of the update algorithm applied to the previous stack for i = pushb

1,
and the right hand side of line 3 shows the result after applying push3.
Note that in this case there is no recursive call to the update algorithm.
The last line finally shows the evolution of the encoding for i = pop1.
First the level 2 stack is copied and the mark (3, ε) is replaced by (3,−b),
then the level 1 stack is popped, keeping the mark (3,−b) on the top
level 1 stack.

Lemma 3.17 The algorithm depicted in Figure 3.8 is correct, i.e. for ev-
ery instruction i ∈ Instr=

n and every stack s of level n we have c(i(s)) =

update(c(s), n, i). In particular, update(c(s), n, i) returns an encoding of a
stack if, and only if, i can be applied to s.
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Algorithm update(s, l, i) :

l e t m′
n, . . . ,m

′
l+1 be the first n− l symbols of s[1]

case
i = pushβ

1 :
i f l = 1 then return s{tail := β tail(s)}

e lse i f ml = (l,−β) then
return (popl(s)){mn . . .ml+1 := m′

n . . .m
′
l+1}

e lse s′ := (pushl(s)){ml := (l,+β)}

return update(s′, l − 1, i)

i = pop=
1 :

γ := top(tail(s))

i f l = 1 then return s{tail := pop1(tail(s))}

e lse i f ml = (l,+γ) then
return (popl(s)){mn . . .ml+1 := m′

n . . .m
′
l+1}

e lse s′ := (pushl(s)){ml := (l,−γ)}

return update(s′, l − 1, i)

i = pushk :
i f k = l then return (pushk(s)){mk := (k, ε)}

e lse i f ml = (l,−k) then
return (popl(s)){mn . . .ml+1 := m′

n . . .m
′
l+1}

e lse s′ := (pushl(s)){ml := (l,+k)}

return update(s′, l − 1, i)

i = pop=
k :

i f k 6= l then
i f ml = (l,+k) then

return (popl(s)){mn . . .ml+1 := m′
n . . .m

′
l+1}

e lse s′ := (pushl(s)){ml := (l,−k)}

return update(s′, l − 1, i)

e lse i f mk = (k, ε) then
return (popk(s)){mn . . .ml+1 := m′

n . . .m
′
l+1}

end case

Figure 3.8: The algorithm update(s, l, i)
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[ [

[(3, ε)(2, ε)]
] ]

pusha
1

3
//





[

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]
]

[

[(3, ε)(2, ε)]
]





2

pusha
1 //









[

[(3, +a)(2, +a)]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]

]

[

[(3, ε)(2, ε)]
]









pusha
1

1
//









[

[(3, +a)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]

]

[

[(3, ε)(2, ε)]
]









pushb
1 ///o/o/o/o































[(3, +b)(2, +b)ba]

[(3, +b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]







[

[(3, +a)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]

]

[

[(3, ε)(2, ε)]
]

























push3 //













































[(3, ε)(2, +b)ba]

[(3, +b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]













[(3, +b)(2, +b)ba]

[(3, +b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]







[

[(3, +a)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]

]

[

[(3, ε)(2, ε)]
]







































pop1

3
//





























































[(3,−b)(2, +b)ba]

[(3, +b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]













[(3, ε)(2, +b)ba]

[(3, +b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]













[(3, +b)(2, +b)ba]

[(3, +b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]







[

[(3, +a)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]

]

[

[(3, ε)(2, ε)]
]























































pop1

2
//



















































[

[(3,−b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]

]







[(3, ε)(2, +b)ba]

[(3, +b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]













[(3, +b)(2, +b)ba]

[(3, +b)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]







[

[(3, +a)(2, +a)a]

[(3, +a)(2, ε)]

]

[

[(3, ε)(2, ε)]
]



















































Figure 3.9: Update sequence of an encoding of a level 3 stack
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Proof. Let s be a stack of level n and s[1] = [γr . . . γ1] be its top level
one stack. It suffices to show the invariant of the algorithm stated in the
following claim:

Claim: c(s)[1] = mn . . .m2γr . . . γ1 and ml records the effect of the last
persistent instruction on level l, i.e. the effect of the last instruction of
the unique shortest sequence of instructions which generates s[l] from
[ε]l for every 2 ≤ l ≤ n.

From this it immediately follows that

update(update(c(s), n, i), n, i−1) = c(s)

and in particular update(c(s), n, pop=
l ) returns an encoded stack iff the

two top level l stacks of s coincide. Hence by Lemma 3.16 we can
conclude that the algorithm returns for every sequence of instructions
which generates s from [ε]n the correct result c(s).

Proof of the claim: The claim is shown by a nested induction on the
distance m of s from [ε]n (outer induction) and the level l of the stack
considered (inner induction).

For m = 0 we have s = [ε]n and c(s) = [(n, ε) . . . (2, ε)] which is obvi-
ously correct. So assume that the claim holds for all stacks of distance
m′ ≤ m from [ε]l and every level 1 ≤ l ≤ n.

Let s be a stack of distance m from [ε]n and i ∈ Instr=
n . We now pro-

ceed by induction on the level l = n, . . . , 1 of the substack considered.
Let n ≥ l ≥ 1 and assume that mn . . .ml+1 record the effect of the

last instruction of the unique shortest sequence of instructions which
generates i(s)[l]. We have to consider the four cases distinguished in
the algorithm:

Case 1. Let i = pushβ
1 . First suppose that l > 1. If ml = (l,−β) the last

persistent change to s on level l was to remove β. In particular the mark
(l,−β) was added after the algorithm executed a pushl instruction on a
stack t. By the induction hypothesis (applied for m and l) t[l] satisfies
the claim for l ≥ l′ ≥ 1. By executing the instruction popl followed by a
replacement of the first n− l marks the algorithm ensures the properties
of the claim.

If ml 6= (l,−β) we know that i is not inverse to the last persistent
change to s on level l. Therefore by Claim 1 stated in the proof of Propo-
sition 3.14 i(s[l]) is of distance m+ 1 from [ε]l and the effect of i is a per-
sistent change on level l. Executing a pushl instruction and replacing
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the current label ml by (l,+β) thus ensures the correctness of the claim
for mn, . . . ,ml.

Finally, if l = 1 then β is added to the top of the stack and by the
induction hypothesis for m+ 1 and l ≥ 2 the claim is satisfied.

Case 2. Let i = pop1 and γ be the top symbol of the tail of s. For l > 1,
similar to Case 1 we have that i is inverse to the instruction of the last
persistent change of level l iff ml = (l,+γ). By the same arguments
as above the algorithm produces a stack which satisfies the claim for
m + 1 and every level if ml = (l,+γ), and which satisfies the claim for
m + 1 up to l otherwise. Note that if the top level 1 stack is empty,
by definition pop1(tail(s)) does not return a result. Therefore the stack
s{tail(s) := pop1(tail(s))} is undefined and the algorithm terminates
without an output.

Case 3. Let i = pushk. If l > k andml = (l,−k) the last persistent change
to the level l stack was to remove the top level k stack. Thus, as in
the cases considered before, executing a popl instruction and replacing
the first n − l marks with the current values produces a stack which
satisfies the claim for m+ 1 and every level l. Analogously, if l > k and
ml 6= (l,−k) executing pushl and replacing ml with (l,+k) ensures the
claim for m+ 1 for every level n, . . . , l.

If k = l the operation pushk does not change top stacks of any level
smaller than l. Thus pushk is not persistent for any of the smaller levels
and therefore executing pushk and replacing mk with (k, ε) ensures the
claim for m+ 1 and every n ≥ l ≥ 1.

Case 4. Let i = pop=
k . i is inverse to the last persistent change of level l

iff l > k and ml = (l,+k) or l = k and mk = (k, ε). Thus in these cases,
executing a popl instruction and replacing the first n− l marks with the
current values produces a stack which satisfies the claim.

If i is not inverse and l > k the mark (l,−k) is set. This is correct if
the level k stack can be popped. This is ensured by testing in case k = l

whether the last persistent change to the level k stack was a pushk, i.e.
if mk = (k, ε). If this is not the case the algorithm does not return an
encoding of the stack. ¤

The fact that the algorithm of Figure 3.8 can be implemented as a
finite state program now finally allows us to construct for every higher-
order pushdown system with equality pop operations an equivalent
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standard higher-order pushdown system, i.e. a system which generates
the same graph.

Proposition 3.18 If A is a higher-order pushdown system with equality pop
of level n then there exists a higher-order pushdown system B of level n such
that A and B generate the same graph.

Proof. LetA = (Q,Σ,Γ,∆) be a higher-order pushdown system of level
nwith equality pop instructions. We will construct a higher-order push-
down system B of level n with standard pop instructions which gener-
ates the same graph as A. B will work with the encoded stacks and im-
plement the algorithm presented in Figure 3.8 to update the encoding
of a stack. This is possible due to the fact that the algorithm is indeed
a finite state program: To compute the update of a stack on level l only
the marks mn, . . . ,ml+1 have to be stored in the finite state control.

The initial stack for B is [(n, ε) . . . (2, ε)]n. To check whether a tran-
sition δ = (q, a, α, q′) is applicable, i.e. whether the top symbol of the
encoded stack is α, it suffices to copy the top level 1 stack of the encod-
ing, remove mn, . . . ,m2, test for the top symbol α and remove the copy
again.

If the test succeeds the automaton then executes the finite state pro-
gram defined by the algorithm for i. To ensure that the graph generated
by B contains only edges in which the algorithm terminates, i.e. only
if i was applicable to s, we have to add transitions which generate ε-
loops on all intermediate states which are necessary to implement the
algorithm.

Applying Lemma 3.17 we obtain that there is an a-labeled edge from
(q, s) to (q′, s′) in the graph generated byA iff there is an a-labeled edge
from (q, c(s)) to (q′, c(s′)) in the graph generated by B. ¤

Combining Proposition 3.12 and Proposition 3.18 we obtain

Theorem 3.19 For every graph G we have that G is generated by a higher-
order pushdown system of level n iff G is generated by a higher-order push-
down system with equality pop of level n. ¤
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3.4.2 Unfoldings of HOPDGs
Recall that the unfolding of a graph G from a vertex r ∈ V G is the graph
whose vertices are the finite paths ra1v2a2 . . . an−1vn of G originating in
r, with an a-labeled edge between w and w′ iff w′ = w · a · v for some
v ∈ V G.

If G is a higher-order pushdown graph of level n, every vertex of G
is represented by a configuration (q, s) where q is a state of the push-
down system generating G and s is a higher-order pushdown stack.
A path in a pushdown graph is therefore represented by a sequence
(q1, s1)a1(q2, s2)a2 . . . an−1(qn, sn). We can code such a sequence by a pair
(qn, [sns

′
n−1 . . . s

′
1]) consisting of a state and a pushdown stack of level

n + 1. Here s′i is obtained from si by adding qi and ai to the top of the
stack si.

Figure 3.10 shows in the first line a configuration sequence of a high-
er-order pushdown system of level 2. The second line shows how this
path is encoded using a level 3 stack and additional stack symbols for
states and letters of the input alphabet.

(

q0,
[

[αβ]
])

push2

a
//

(

q1,

[

[αβ]

[αβ]

])

pop2

b
//
(

q2,
[

[αβ]
])

(q0, [[[αβ]]])
push2

a
///o/o/o









q1,









[

[αβ]

[αβ]

]

[

[q0aαβ]
]

















pop2

b
///o/o/o

















q2,

















[

[αβ]
]

[

[q1bαβ]

[αβ]

]

[

[q0aαβ]
]

































Figure 3.10: Recording a path on the stack

We will follow this idea of encoding sequences of configurations of
higher-order pushdown systems of level n by configurations of a push-
down system of level n+ 1 in the proof of the following proposition.

Proposition 3.20 For every G ∈ HOPDG(n) and r ∈ V G we have
Unf(G, r) ∈ HOPDG(n + 1). Furthermore, if G is generated by a higher-
order pushdown system with equality pop then Unf(G, r) also is.

Proof. Let G ∈ HOPDG(n) be generated by a higher-order pushdown
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system A = (Q,Σ,Γ, qi,∆). We assume that Q, Σ and Γ are pairwise
disjoint. Let r = (q0, s0) ∈ V

G.
We will construct, starting fromA and following the ideas presented

above, a higher-order pushdown system B ∈ HOPDS(n+1) which gen-
erates Unf(G, r). To achieve this we will ensure that

(a) for every path (q1, s1)a1(q2, s2)a2 . . . an−1(qn, sn) in G which origi-
nates in r there is a configuration of B which codes this sequence
in the way described above.

(b) for all configurations (q1, s1) and (q2, s2) ofAwith an a-labeled edge
from (q1, s1) to (q2, s2) inG, for every configuration (q1, [s1, tm, . . . , t1])

ofBwith top stack s1 of level n there is be a path in the configuration
graph ofB labeled a from (q1, [s1, tm, . . . , t1]) to (q2, [s2, s

′
1, tm, . . . , t1]).

Here s′1 denotes the stack obtained from s1 by storing a and q1 in its
topmost level 1 stack.

These properties can be achieved by adding in the transition rela-
tion of B for every transition (q, a, α, q′, i) of A a sequence of transitions
which first adds a and q to the topmost stack, copies the complete level
n stack, and then removes q and a from the copy. Formally we add for
every transition (q, a, α, q′, i) ∈ ∆A with a ∈ Σ the transitions

(q, a, α, p1, pusha
1) (p1, ε, a, p2, pushq

1) (p2, ε, q, p3, pushn+1)

(p3, ε, q, p4, pop1) (p4, ε, a, p5, pop1) (p5, ε, α, q
′, i)

to ∆B where p1, . . . , p5 are new states for every transition from ∆A. To
handle the ε-transitions ofAwe have to add a new symbol e /∈ Σ∪Γ∪Q

to the stack alphabet of B and replace the upper left transition in the
table above by (q, ε, α, p1, pushe

1).
To generate exactly the unfolding from vertex r by B we have to add

finitely many ε-transitions which enable B to reach from the initial con-
figuration (qi, [ε]

n+1) the configuration (q0, [s0]) which codes the vertex
r = (q0, s).

Note that the transitions added above do not contain popk instruc-
tions for k ≥ 2. Hence B will be a higher-order pushdown system with
equality pop if Awas such a system. ¤
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3.4.3 Caucal Graphs as HOPDGs

With the preparatory work of the previous sections we can now prove
that every graph of level n of the Caucal hierarchy is generated by a
higher-order pushdown system of level n.

First we show using the results of Subsection 3.4.1 and the special
structure of the higher-order pushdown system generating Unf(G, r)

that there is a system of the same level which generates the extension of
Unf(G, r) with reverse edges. This result is presented in Lemma 3.21.

Then we use this result to show how to construct for a pushdown
graph G of level n, a vertex r ∈ V G and an inverse rational map-
ping h a higher-order pushdown system of level n+ 1 which generates
h−1(Unf(G, r)).

Lemma 3.21 For every G ∈ HOPDG(n) there is a A ∈ HOPDS(n + 1)

which generates the extension of Unf(G, r) by reverse edges.

Proof. Let G be a higher-order pushdown graph of level n and r ∈

V G. By Theorem 3.19 we may assume that G is generated by a higher-
order pushdown system A = (Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆) with equality pop. Hence
by Proposition 3.20 there is a higher-order pushdown system A′ with
equality pop of level n+ 1 which generates Unf(G, r).

We will construct from A′ a higher-order pushdown system with
equality pop which generates the extension of Unf(G, r) by reverse
edges. Recall from the proof of Proposition 3.20 that for every transi-
tion (q, a, α, q′, i) ∈ ∆A applicable to stack s of level n the system A′

changes its level n + 1 stack with top level n stack s by adding q and a

to s, copying s (without q and a) and then applying i to s. That is the
resulting level n+ 1 stack looks like







i(s)

pushq
1(pusha

1(s))
...







While executing these instructions on the stackA′ changes its state from
q to q′. Thus to reverse the transition δ = (q, a, α, q ′, i) ∈ ∆A we add tran-
sitions (q′, ā, β, p1, i

−1) for every β ∈ Γ∪{ε} and the following sequence
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to ∆B:

(p1, ε, α, p2, pusha
1) (p2, ε, a, p3, pushq

1)

(p3, ε, q, p4, pop=
n+1) (p4, ε, q, p5, pop1)

(p5, ε, a, q, pop1)

Here, as in the constructions before, new states pi are chosen for every
transition δ. Let [δ] denote the set of transitions added for δ. We can
now show for all configurations (q, s) and (q ′, s′) with q, q′ ∈ Q that

(q, s)
a
−→ (q′, s′) via δ ⇐⇒ (q′, s′)

ā
−→ (q, s) via a sequence in [δ].

For the direction from left to right note that with the transitions
(q′, ā, β, p1, i

−1) firstly added above the effect of the instruction i is re-
versed. In states p1 and p2 the symbols a and q are added to the stack.
Thus the two top level n stacks coincide and the transition from p3 can
be executed. Finally q and a are removed again.

For the converse direction assume that there is a sequence in [δ] such
that (q′, s′)

ā
−→ (q, s). By construction this implies that there transition

δ′ = (q, b, β, q′, j) such that (q, s)
b
−→ (q′, s′) via δ′, i.e. s′ = j(s). The

transition from p1 in [δ] ensures that α = β. The transition from p3 is
due to the equality pop instruction only applicable if a = b and i(s′) =

i(j(s)) = s, i.e. only if i = j−1. Thus we can conclude that δ′ = δ. ¤

Note that the equality pop instruction executed in state p3 cannot
be replaced by a standard pop instruction without equality test. Figure
3.11 shows a situation where without an equality test backward edges
to both configurations on the left hand side would be added.

(

q,

[

[ccd]

[cd]

])

pop1

a
//

(

q′,

[

[cd]

[cd]

])

(

q,
[

[cd]
]) push2

a
//

(

q′,

[

[cd]

[cd]

])

Figure 3.11: Equality pop operations are necessary

Proposition 3.22 For every n ≥ 1, if G ∈ Graph(n) then G ∈ HOPDS(n).
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the level n of the graph considered.
For n = 1 we can apply the characterization of Graph(1) as the class of
prefix recognizable graphs and therefore as pushdown graphs [Bar97,
Sti, Blu01].

For the induction step it suffices to show that if G ∈ HOPDG(n) is
a higher-order pushdown graph of level n, r ∈ V G and h an inverse
rational mapping then there exist a higher-order pushdown system of
level n+ 1 which generates h−1(Unf(G, r)).

Let A = (Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆) ∈ HOPDS(n + 1) be the higher-order push-
down system constructed in Lemma 3.21 which generates the extension
of Unf(G, r) by reverse edges. Let h : Σ′ → P(Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗ be a rational
mapping and for b ∈ Σ′ letHb = (Pb,Σ ∪ Σ̄, p0,∆b, {f}) be a finite (non-
deterministic) automaton recognizing h(b). W.l.o.g. we assume that the
automataHb are in the following normal form:

• Hb has a single initial state p0 and no transitions back to the initial
state.

• Hb has only a single final state f which is a sink. If h(b) contains
the empty word we have to allow a single ε-transition (p0, ε, f)

from the initial to the final state.

Furthermore we assume that all automataHb share the same initial state
p0 and the same final state f , but otherwise their state sets are disjoint.

We describe now how to construct from A and the family (Hb)b∈Σ′

an automaton which generates h−1(Unf(G, r)).

Step 1: We add new states to the higher-order pushdown system which
will represent the states of the automataHb. For every q ∈ Q and every
p ∈

⋃

b∈Σ′ Pb \ {f} create a new state (q, p). Note that only a single state
p0 is added which represents both the initial and final state of every
automaton Hb. We add the transitions (q, ε, α, (q, p),−) for every q ∈ Q,
p ∈

⋃

b∈Σ′ Pb \ {f} and α ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}.
We obtain a new higher-order pushdown system A1 whose config-

uration graph contains as many copies of every configuration as there
are states in

⋃

b∈Σ′ Pb \ {f}. There is a ε-edge from every configuration
(q, s) to its copy ((q, p), s).

Step 2: We now add transitions to simulate the behavior of the au-
tomataHb in the configuration graph directly.
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Let b ∈ Σ′. For every a ∈ Σ ∪ Σ̄, (p, a, p′) ∈ ∆b and (q, a, α, q′, i) ∈ ∆A

we add ((q, p), ã, α, (q′, p̃), i) where ã = b if p = p0 and ã = ε otherwise,
and p̃ = p0 if p′ = f and p̃ = p′ otherwise. For (q, ε, α, q′, i) ∈ ∆A and
p ∈

⋃

b∈Λ Pb \{f}we add ((q, p), ε, α, (q′, p), i). If h(b) contains the empty
word, we also add ((q, p0), b, α, (q, p0),−) for every q ∈ Q and every
α ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}.

We obtain a new higher-order pushdown system A2 which has the
property that for all configurations (q, s), (q ′, s′) and every word u ∈

(Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗: u ∈ L(Hb) and there exists a path labeled by u from (q, s)

to (q′, s′) in C(A1) iff there exists a path labeled b from ((q, p0), s) to
((q′, p0), s

′) in C(A2).

Step 3: The configuration graph of the higher-order pushdown sys-
tem A2 constructed above still contains all the edges that were con-
tained in A. To remove these edges from the generated graph, but to
keep the configuration graph connected we replace every transition
(q, a, α, q′, i) ∈ ∆A by (q, ε, α, q′, i). We obtain a new automaton A3

whose configuration graph C(A3) differs from the configuration graph
C(A2) only in so far as every edge labeled with a symbol from (Σ ∪ Σ̄)

is replaced by an ε-labeled edge. Note that in C(A3) from every config-
uration only ε-transitions or only non-ε-transitions are possible.

The graph C(A3) still contains paths labeled by b ∈ Σ′ starting in a
state (q, p0) and ending in a non-final state, i.e. a state (q ′, p) with p 6= p0.
To ensure that these paths will be removed when taking the ε-closure
we add an ε-loop to every state (q′, p) with p 6= p0. Let A4 be the this
higher-order pushdown automaton. According to the construction the
graph generated by A4 is h−1(Unf(G, r)) which finishes the proof of the
proposition. ¤

We illustrate constructions in the proof of Proposition above 3.22
with a very simple example. Let Σ′ = {c} and the rational mapping
defined by h(c) = a(a + b)b. Figure 3.12 shows in the first line an au-
tomaton recognizing h(c) where the initial and the final state have the
same name. Below a sequence of configurations (qi, si) ofA is depicted.
The third line shows the new configurations obtained after Step 1. For
clarity a configuration ((qi, pj), si) is denoted just by pj . The curved ar-
rows show the transitions added in Step 2. Note that since the path
from (q0, s0) to (q3, s3) is labeled by aab ∈ h(c) there is a path labeled
by c from the leftmost p0 to the rightmost p0. In Step 3 the labels a and
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b are replaced by ε and an ε-loop is added to all configurations p1 and
p2. This ensures that the path labeled by c starting from p0 below (q1, s1)

will be removed in the ε-closure of this graph.

p0// a // p1
a,b // p2

b // GFED@ABCp0

(q0, s0)
ε

¢¢¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤
ε

²²

ε

ÀÀ;
;;

;;
;;

a // (q1, s1)
ε

¢¢¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤
ε

²²

ε

ÀÀ;
;;

;;
;;

a // (q2, s2)
ε

¢¢¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤
ε

²²

ε

ÀÀ;
;;

;;
;;

b // (q3, s3)
ε

¢¢¤¤
¤¤
¤¤
¤
ε

²²

ε

ÀÀ;
;;

;;
;;

p0

c

::p1

ε

44p2 p0

c

::p1

ε

44p2 p0 p1

ε

::p2

ε

DDp0 p1 p2

Figure 3.12: Example for the construction in Proposition 3.22

Combining Proposition 3.11 and Proposition 3.22 we obtain one of
the main results of this chapter.

Theorem 3.23 For every n ≥ 1 we have G ∈ HOPDG(n) iff G ∈ Graph(n).
¤

3.5 Properties of HOPDGs

In this section we present some consequences of characterization of
higher-order pushdown graphs as graphs in the Caucal hierarchy.

First we summarize the results of Theorem 3.10, Theorem 3.23 and
the proof of Proposition 3.11.

Corollary 3.24 For n ≥ 1 the following are equivalent:

(a) G ∈ HOPDG(n).

(b) G ∈ Graph(n).

(c) G can be obtained from a finite graph by iteratively applying the treegraph
operation and MSO-transductions n times.

(d) G can be defined in ∆n
m by an MSO-transduction for some m ≥ 1. ¤
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Since ∆n
m is definable in ∆n

2 by an MSO-interpretation we can strengthen
the last point in the sense that every higher-order pushdown graph of
level n can be obtained from the single graph ∆n

2 via an MSO-transduc-
tion. For this reason we call ∆n

2 a generator for HOPDG(n).
Combining Theorem 3.23 and the second statement of Theorem 3.10

we obtain a decidability result.

Theorem 3.25 Every higher-order pushdown graph has a decidable MSO+C
theory. ¤

The classes HOPDG(n) inherit from Graph(n) the closure properties
stated in Corollary 3.8.

Corollary 3.26

1. For every n ≥ 1 and everyG ∈ HOPDG(n) we have Treegraph(G, ]) ∈

HOPDG(n+ 1).

2. For every n ≥ 1, every G ∈ HOPDG(n) and every MSO-transduction
T we have T (G) ∈ HOPDG(n). ¤

Proposition 3.2 allows us to transfer the hierarchy result of J. Engel-
friet [Eng91] in terms of non-elementary time complexity classes from
languages to the higher-order pushdown graph classes. To state the re-
sult we define the functions exp0(n) := n and expk(n) := 2expk−1(n) for
n ≥ 0 and k ≥ 1. By DTIME(f(n)) we denote as usual the class of lan-
guages which can be accepted by a deterministic Turing machine with
time bound f(n).

Theorem 3.27 ([Eng91]) Let L ⊆ Σ∗. Then L is accepted by a higher-order
pushdown automata of level k iff L ∈

⋃

d≥1 DTIME(expk−1(dn)).

Combining Proposition 3.2 and 3.27 we obtain.

Theorem 3.28 The classes HOPDG(n) of higher-order pushdown graphs of
level n form a strict hierarchy. ¤

By Theorem 3.23 we obtain the same result for the graph classes of
the Caucal hierarchy.
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Corollary 3.29 The classes Graph(n) of Caucal graphs of level n form a strict
hierarchy. ¤

The characterization of higher-order pushdown graphs in terms of
complexity classes provides a proof method via the complexity of the
set of traces to show that a graph G is not a level n higher-order push-
down graph, or that it does not belong to the hierarchy at all. In particu-
lar it allows us to provide a graph with a decidable MSO theory outside
the hierarchy.

Let expω(0) := exp0(1) and expω(n) := expn(1). The tree Texpω
as-

sociated to the function expω is depicted in Figure 3.13. It consist of
a semi-infinite line of of vertices connected by a-labeled edges, with a
path of length expω(n) labeled by b originating at the nth vertex of this
line. Texpω

serves as an example that not all graphs (even not all trees)
with a decidable MSO-theory are higher-order pushdown graphs.

a a

b

a

b

b

a

b

b

b

b

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

n

expω(n)

Figure 3.13: The tree Texpω
associated to expω

Proposition 3.30 There exits a graph with a decidable MSO-theory which is
not a higher-order pushdown graph.

Proof. We consider the tree Texpω
introduced above. Its set of traces is

the language {anbexpω(n) | n ≥ 1} which is not contained in any of the
complexity classes

⋃

d≥1 DTIME(expk−1(dn)) for k ≥ 1. Hence by The-
orem 3.27 the tree Texpω

is not generated by a higher-order pushdown
system. It remains to show that the MSO-theory of Texpω

is decidable.
Let (N , P ) be the extension of the positive integers N = (ω, S) by

the predicate P := {m | m = expω(n) for some n}. Since it is easy to
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interpret Texpω
in (N , P ) by an MSO-interpretation it suffices to show

that that the MSO-theory of (N , P ) is decidable. For this we can apply
a result of O. Carton and W. Thomas [CT02]. They define the class K
of profinitely ultimately periodic sequences and show that the MSO-
theory of (N , P ) with P defined as P := {kn | n ∈ ω} is decidable for
every sequence (kn)n≥0 ∈ K. The predicate P defined above belongs to
K. ¤

A. Montanari and G. Puppis give an alternative proof of the decid-
ability of the MSO-theory of Texpω

by providing a residually regular fac-
torization of this tree, see [MP04].

We end this chapter by mentioning some immediate questions which
show that the class of higher-order pushdown graphs deserves further
studies. A more comprehensive summary of the result and questions
which arise from them is given in the conclusion of the thesis.

We start with the example tree Texpω
which shows that the class of

higher-order pushdown graphs does not encompass all graphs with a
decidable monadic second-order theory. This graph is constructed in
such a way that it transcends every level of the hierarchy. It thus rep-
resents, in a certain sense, a limit of a sequence of graphs in the hierar-
chy. Can we define a monadic second-order compatible limit operation
which captures graphs such as Texpω

?
The only method we currently have to separate the levels of the hi-

erarchy uses the complexity results of J. Engelfriet [Eng91]. A. Blumen-
sath recently showed pumping lemma for higher-order pushdown au-
tomata [Blu], which is however not yet applicable for this purpose. It
would be nice to have a graph theoretic property like the theory of ends
developed by Muller and Schupp [MS85] for configuration graphs of
pushdown automata to characterize the graphs on the levels of the hi-
erarchy. This last question is closely related to the question whether it
is possible to decide for a higher-order pushdown graph to which level
it belongs.



Chapter 4

Synchronized Products of Graphs

In the previous chapter we investigated internal and transformational
defined classes of graphs with a decidable monadic second-order the-
ory. In both approaches the idea of a hierarchical structuring of the
graphs was present, either by the iteration of operations or in the inter-
nal data structures of the automata used to described the graphs. We
now turn to a different methodology where graphs are composed from
components rather than hierarchically structured.

In this chapter we investigate the power of forming synchronized
products with respect to decision problems for various logics. As al-
ready stated in Subsection 2.3.3 asynchronous products do not preserve
the decidability of the MSO-theory of the graphs under consideration.
The infinite grid as an asynchronous product of two copies of the posi-
tive integers serves as the standard example.

In the next section we explore transitive closure logic over the infi-
nite grid. We show that even if we allow transitive closure subformulas
to define only new edge relations, i.e. if we consider transitive closure
operators of arity one (even without parameters), the corresponding
theory over the infinite grid is in general undecidable. Only if we addi-
tionally disallow the nesting of transitive closure operators, the theory
is decidable.

This result shows that transitive closure logic is still too expressive
to preserve its decidability under asynchronous products. In Section 4.2
we provide a decidability result for the less expressive reachability logic
FO(R) and a class of restricted synchronized products which we call
finitely synchronized. In this case we are able to show a composition
theorem which effectively reduces the evaluation of an FO(R)-formula
in the product graph to the evaluation of families of FO(R)-formulas in

85
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the components and the evaluation of a Boolean formula which com-
bines their truth values.

In Section 4.3 we finally show that this result is optimal in the fol-
lowing sense: Firstly, if we extend the expressive power of the logic un-
der consideration to allow regular path descriptions, i.e. we consider
FO(Reg), then already asynchronous products do not preserve the de-
cidability of the respective theory. Secondly, if we slightly relax the re-
strictions posed on the synchronization operation, i.e. if we allow semi-
finitely synchronized products, the decidability of the reachability logic
FO(R) is not preserved anymore.

A preliminary version of the results presented in this chapter has
been published in [WT04].

4.1 Transitive Closure Logic over the Infinite
Grid

In this section we investigate transitive closure logic over the infinite
grid G. We first show how to interpret the first-order theory of addition
and multiplication of the positive integers in FO(TC)2

(1) without param-
eters over G. This yields that transitive closure logic over the infinite
grid is in general undecidable.

The interpretation of the multiplication of integers over G is accom-
plished by a transitive closure formula in which the transitive closure
operators are nested. In the second part of this section we show that this
nesting of operators is indeed necessary to accomplish the undecidabil-
ity result. If the nesting of transitive closure operators is disallowed,
i.e. if we consider only the fragment FO(TC)1(1), then the correspond-
ing theory becomes decidable even in the presence of parameters in the
transitive closure formulas. The proof of this theorem relies on the lo-
cality of first-order logic and the regularity of the infinite grid.

We recall some definitions of Section 2.1. FO(TC)(k) is the logic ob-
tained by extending first-order logic with formulas of the form

ψ(s̄, t̄, z̄) := [TCx̄,ȳ ϕ(x̄, ȳ, z̄)] s̄, t̄

where ϕ(x̄, ȳ, z̄) is again a FO(TC)(k)-formula, x̄, ȳ and z̄ are disjoint tu-
ples of free variables, x̄ and ȳ are of the same length 1 ≤ l ≤ k, and s̄, t̄
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are tuples of variables of length l. The variables z̄ are called parameters
for ψ(s̄, t̄, z̄).

In the following we will consider transitive closure operators of arity
k = 1 and k = 2 and we will denote the corresponding formulas by

ψ(s, t, z̄) := [TCx,y ϕ(x, y, z̄)] s, t

respectively

ψ(s1s2, t1t2, z̄) := [TCx1x2,y1y2
ϕ(x1x2, y1y2, z̄)] s1s2, t1t2.

The logic FO(TC)2(k) is the restriction of FO(TC)(k) to formulas in which
the nesting depth of TC-operators is restricted to two. A transitive clo-
sure formula is called free of parameters if for any transitive closure sub-
formula ψ(s̄, t̄, z̄) as above we have z̄ = ∅, i.e. the only free variables of
ψ are s̄ and t̄.

By N := (ω, S) with S := {(i, i + 1) | i ≥ 0} we denote the semi-
infinite line which we interpret as the positive integers with successor
relation. The infinite grid is the graph structure G := (ω×ω, S1, S2) with
S1 := {((i, j), (i+ 1, j)) | i, j ≥ 0} and S2 := {((i, j), (i, j + 1)) | i, j ≥ 0}.
We depict G as a square open upwards and to the right, with horizontal
edges S1 and vertical edges S2, see Figure 2.1. Note that G can be viewed
as the asynchronous product (defined by the empty synchronization
constraint) of two copies of the positive integers N1 = (ω, S1) and N2 =

(ω, S2) with S1 and S2 interpreted as the successor relation S1, S2 := S.

4.1.1 Undecidability of FO(TC)2(1)

We show in this subsection how to interpret the first-order theory of ad-
dition and multiplication of the positive integers in FO(TC)2

(1) without
parameters over the infinite grid. This allows us to conclude that the
decidability of FO(TC)2(1) is not preserved under asynchronous prod-
ucts.

Theorem 4.1 The FO(TC)2(1)-theory of the infinite grid is undecidable.

This result already holds for the fragment of FO(TC)2
(1) which contains

only formulas without parameters.

Proof. We define addition and multiplication in FO(TC)2
(1) over G with-

out the use of parameters. Since the first-order theory of (ω,+, ·) is un-
decidable this immediately yields the undecidability result for FO(TC)2

(1)

and the infinite grid.
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We show that for every first-order formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) interpreted
over (ω,+, ·) there exists a FO(TC)2(1) formula ϕ̂(x1, . . . , xn) such that

(ω,+, ·) |= ϕ[k1, . . . , kn]⇔ G |= ϕ̂[(k1, l1), . . . , (kn, ln)]

for some l1, . . . , ln ≥ 0, i.e. we forget about values of the second compo-
nents of the grid vertices.

To restrict the arity of the transitive closure operators to one we have
combine two variables representing positive integers into one variable
representing a grid vertex. We use the operations

(i) π1((x, y)) := (x, 0),

(ii) swap((x, y)) := (y, x) and

(iii) comb((u, v), (x, y)) := (u, y)

on grid vertices which can be defined in FO(TC)1(1) due to the following
equivalences

(i) π1(x) = y ↔ y ≤2 x ∧ ∀z(z ≤2 y → z = y)

(ii) swap(x) = y ↔ ∃z1∃z2

(

∧

i=1,2

[TCx,y ∃w(S1xw ∧ S2wy)]0, zi

∧ z1 ≤1 x ∧ z1 ≤2 y ∧ x ≤2 z2 ∧ y ≤2 z2

)

(iii) comb(x, y) = z ↔ [TCx,y S2xy ∨ S2yx]x, z ∧ [TCx,y S1xy ∨ S1yx]y, z

where the constant 0 is defined by x = 0 ⇔ ∀y(¬S1yx ∧ ¬S2yx) and
x ≤i y ↔ x = y ∨ [TCx,y Sixy]xy is the linear order induced by Si for
i = 1, 2. The FO(TC)1(1)-formula stated in (ii) equivalent to swap(x) = y

just states that there are two vertices z1 and z2 on the diagonal such that
the area enclosed by x, y, z1, z2 forms a square.

The definition of addition is now straightforward. Note that over
the positive integers with successor relation we have

a+ b = c↔ N |= [TCx1x2,y1y2
Sx1y1 ∧ Sx2y2]0 a, b c.

With the operations above we now can easily translate this formula into
a formula to be interpreted over the infinite grid. Let

ϕ+(x, y, z) := ∃v∃w(v = swap(π1(x)) ∧ w = comb(y, z)

∧ [TCx,y ∃z(S1(x, z) ∧ S2(z, y))]v, w).
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Then obviously a + b = c iff G |= ϕ+(x, y, z)[(a, l1), (b, l2), (c, l3)] holds
for some l1, l2, l3 ≥ 0. Also ϕ+(x, y, z) is indeed a FO(TC)1(1)-formula
since the nesting of TC-operators which appears in the subformula v =

swap(π1(x)) can be avoided by replacing this part by ∃v ′(v′ = π1(x)∧v =

swap(v′)).
To define multiplication note that

x · y =
(x+ y)2 − x2 − y2

2
.

Hence it suffices to define x 7→ x2. We use the fact that x2 =
∑x−1

i=0 2i+1.
The formula

ψ(x, y) = [TCx1x2,y1y2
y2 = x2 + (x2 − x1) + 2 ∧ y1 = x2]0 1, xy

defines all pairs of square numbers

(x, y) =
(

k−2
∑

i=0

2i+ 1,
k−1
∑

i=0

2i+ 1
)

for k ≥ 2.

as it is shown in Figure 4.1. Hence N |= ψ[a, b] iff a = (k − 1)2 and
b− a = 2k − 1 for some k ≥ 2.

x
Â 16=9+(9−4)+2 Â (9, 16)

Â 9=4+(4−1)+2 Â (4, 9)

Â Â (1, 4)

OO

(0, 1) // y

Figure 4.1: Pairs of square numbers defined by ψ(x, y)

Let
χ(x, y) = ∃z1

(

ψ(z1, y) ∧
y − z1 + 1

2
= x

)

.

ThenN |= χ[a, b] iff b = a2. As before this formula can be translated into
a formula to be interpreted over the infinite grid, with the only nesting
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of transitive closure quantifiers introduced by the use of addition (and
subtraction) inside a TC-operator in the formula ψ(x, y) above. ¤

Since FO(TC)(1) over N can be interpreted in the monadic second-
order theory over N and this theory is decidable, we can conclude that
the decidability of FO(TC)2(1) is not preserved under the formation of
asynchronous products.

Corollary 4.2 Asynchronous products do not preserve the decidability of
FO(TC)(1). ¤

4.1.2 Decidability of FO(TC)1(1)

In this subsection we show that the nesting of transitive closure opera-
tors of arity two as it appears in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is necessary
to obtain the undecidability result for FO(TC)(1) over the infinite grid G.

We show that the FO(TC)1(1)-theory of G can be reduced to Pres-
burger arithmetic [Pre30, Pre91], the first-order theory of the positive
integers with addition N+ := (ω,+, 0), which is well known to be de-
cidable.

The reduction relies on a normal form for first-order logic over graphs
of bounded degree which can be deduced from Hanf’s locality theorem
[Han65], see also [EF95, Tho97]. To state the locality theorem we have
to introduce some notation first.

Let G be a graph and v, w ∈ V G be vertices of G. By dist(v, w) we
denote the length of a shortest path from v tow inG if such a path exists.
Thereby we allow to traverse the edges of the graph in either direction.
The r-sphere around v is the set r -sph(v) := {w ∈ V G | dist(v, w) ≤ r}

of vertices of distance ≤ r from v.
Let v1, . . . , vn ∈ V be vertices of G. The isomorphism type of S :=

⋃

1≤i≤n r -sph(vi) is the set of first-order formulas ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) such that
(G ¹S) |= ϕ[v1, . . . , vn]. In general, an isomorphism type τ for such a
union of r-spheres is a maximal consistent set of formulas with at most
n free variables for some n.

If a graph G is of bounded degree then the number of vertices con-
tained in an r-sphere around a vertex v is finite. In this case every iso-
morphism type τ of a union S :=

⋃

1≤i≤n r -sph(vi) of r-spheres can be
characterized by a single first-order formulaϕτ (x1, . . . , xn). Letw1, . . . , wl
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be an enumeration of S with wi = vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and

Lit(S) := {α(x1, . . . , xl) | (G¹S) |= α[w1, . . . , wl], α a literal}

be the set of literals (atomic or negations of atomic formulas) over vari-
ables x1, . . . xl which are true in G¹S. Let

ϕτ (x1, . . . , xn) := ∃xn+1 . . . xl

(

∧

Lit(S) ∧ ∀xl+1

∨

1≤i≤l

xl+1 = xi

)

.

Then we have for every union S ′ :=
⋃

1≤i≤n r -sph(ui) of n r-spheres
with (G¹S ′) |= ϕτ [u1, . . . , un] that

(G¹S) |= ψ[v1, . . . , vn]⇔ (G¹S ′) |= ψ[u1, . . . , un]

for every ψ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ τ . In this case we say that τ can be realized in
G. Since for spheres of radius r and graphs of degree ≤ d the number
of elements of S is bounded by ndr there are only finitely many such
isomorphism types.

Let T (d, r) be the set of isomorphism types of r-spheres which can be
realized in a graph of degree at most d. Hanf’s theorem states that the
validity of a first-order sentence in graphs of bounded degree depends
only on how often (up to a certain threshold) every isomorphism type
as defined above can be realized in the graph.

Theorem 4.3 (Hanf [Han65, EF95]) For every d ≥ 0 and for every first-
order sentence ϕ there exist r, q ≥ 0 such that for all graphs G,H of degree
≤ d we have: If every isomorphism type τ ∈ T (d, r) is realized by both G and
H more than q times or both G and H have the same number ≤ q of elements
which realize τ , then G |= ϕ⇔ H |= ϕ.

From Hanf’s Theorem we can extract a normal form for first-order
formulas over graphs of bounded degree (see also [Tho97]): Every first-
order formula is equivalent to a Boolean combination of statements
”isomorphism type τ is realized more than j times”.

In the proof of the following theorem we will apply this normal form
to the first-order kernels of the transitive closure formulas in FO(TC)1

(1).

Theorem 4.4 The FO(TC)1(1)-theory of the infinite grid is decidable.
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Proof. We reduce the FO(TC)1(1)-theory of the infinite grid G to Pres-
burger arithmetic in the following sense: For every FO(TC)1

(1)-formula
ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) there is a Presburger formula ϕ̃(x11, x12, . . . , xn1, xn2) such
that for all k1, l1, . . . , kn, ln ≥ 0 we have

G |= ϕ[(k1, l1), . . . , (kn, ln)]⇔ N+ |= ϕ̃[k1, l1, . . . , kn, ln]. (4.1)

We proceed by induction on the structure of the FO(TC)1
(1)-formulas.

Since the successor relations S1 and S2 are immediately definable from
the constant 0 and +, it suffices to consider transitive closure formulas

ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) = [TCx,y ψ(x, y, x3, . . . , xn)]x1, x2

where ψ(x, y, x3, . . . , xn) is a first-order formula and the variables
x3, . . . , xn serve as parameters for the transitive closure operator of ϕ.

In a first step we rewrite the first-order kernel ψ(x, y, x3, . . . , xn) in
disjunctive normal form. Then we apply Hanf’s Theorem. There ex-
ists a suitable r such that ψ is equivalent to a Boolean combination of
statements ”isomorphism type τ is realized more than j times”.

For the sake of convenience we assume that the origin (0, 0) of the
grid is included in the set of parameters. Then, due to the regular struc-
ture of the infinite grid, every isomorphism type τ realizable outside
⋃

1≤i≤n r -sph(ci) for some tuple c1, . . . , cn of grid vertices occurs an in-
finite number of times. In particular, counting statements such as ”iso-
morphism type τ is realized more than j times” outside

⋃

1≤i≤n r -sph(ci)

are superfluous here. We obtain that ψ(x, y, x3, . . . , xn) is equivalent
to a (finite) disjunction of formulas ϕτ (x, y, x3, . . . , xn) which describe
isomorphism types τ of

⋃

1≤i≤n r -sph(ci) for certain tuples c1, . . . , cn of
grid vertices. Let T be the finite set of all isomorphism types τ of
⋃

1≤i≤n r -sph(ci) realizable in the infinite grid.
Due to the special structure of the grid, for every τ ∈ T the formula

ϕτ (x1, . . . , xn) describing an isomorphism type from T can be expressed
by conditions on the vertices x1, . . . , xn which fix their distances up to
the radius r from the left margin as well as the bottom margin, and their
relative distances up to 2r.

It is convenient to express ϕτ (x1, . . . , xn) in terms of the 2n com-
ponents of the vertices. We obtain a formula ϕ̃τ (x11, x12, . . . , xn1, xn2)

which is interpreted over N+ and equivalent to ϕ in the sense of (4.1)
above. It is a conjunction of statements
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• xih = k for 0 ≤ k ≤ r or xih > r

• (xi1, xi2) = (xj1, xj2) + (k, l) for −2r ≤ k, l ≤ 2r

• dist((xi1, xi2), (xj1, xj2)) > 2r

where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and h ∈ {1, 2}. Note that dist((xi1, xi2), (xj1, xj2)) >

2r can be rewritten as a Presburger formula.
We now have to evaluate formulas of the form
[

TC(x11,x12),(x21,x22)

∨

τ∈T ′

ϕ̃τ (x11, x12, . . . , xn1, xn2)
]

(s, t), (u, v) (4.2)

for some T ′ ⊆ T .
In a first step we note that it is possible to add disjuncts to (4.2) such

that vertices tied to occur in a 2r-sphere around a parameter (xi1, xi2)

for i > 2 only need to appear as start vertex or as end vertex of any path
described by (4.2). Hence vertices tied to parameters can be handled
without the use of TC, by an appropriate modification of the formula.

Let I be an initial segment of the grid encompassing the 2r-spheres
around parameters (xi1, xi2) for i > 2. Outside this initial segment, in
a second step, it suffices to consider formulas (4.2) in which only type
formulas ϕ̃τ which contain

x11 = k1 ∧ x12 > r or x11 > r ∧ x12 = k2 or x11 > r ∧ x12 > r

and

x21 = l1 ∧ x22 > r or x21 > r ∧ x22 = l2 or x21 > r ∧x22 > r

and

dist((x11, x12), (x21, x22)) > 2r or (x11, x12) = (x21, x22) + (k, l)

for k1, k2, l1, l2 ≤ r and −2r ≤ k, l ≤ 2r appear.

It is now possible to apply a finite saturation process for the transitive
closure operation to obtain a formula

[

TC(x11,x12),(x21,x22)

∨

1≤j≤m

ϕ̃j(x11, x12, . . . , xn1, xn2)
]

(s, t), (u, v) (4.3)
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which is equivalent to (4.2) and where TC and
∨

commute, i.e.

G |=
[

TC(x11,x12),(x21,x22)

∨

1≤j≤m

ϕ̃j

]

(s, t), (u, v)⇔

G |=
∨

1≤j≤m

[

TC(x11,x12),(x21,x22) ϕ̃j

]

(s, t), (u, v).

The subformulas ϕ̃j in (4.3) have the same format as the subformu-
las ϕ̃τ in (4.2) except that the center of the excluded 2r-sphere around
(x11, x12) may be shifted by a bounded distance from (x11, x12) or be
missing, or ϕ̃τ defines the complete relation outside I and the border
stripes of width r. Thus it remains to consider two cases.
Case 1. If ϕ̃j contains a conjunct excluding some 2r-sphere then the
relation defined by [TC(x11,x12),(x21,x22) ϕ̃j](s, t), (u, v) is cofinite (w.r.t. the
grid excluding the initial segment I and border stripes of width r, or a
fixed line in one of the border stripes) and hence definable without the
use of a transitive closure operator.
Case 2. If ϕ̃j fixes relations of the form

(x21, x22) = (x11, x12) + (ki, li) (4.4)

for i = 1, . . . , N and −2r ≤ ki, li ≤ 2r. The formula

[TC(x11,x12),(x21,x22) ϕ̃j](s, t), (u, v)

expresses that there is a path from (s, t) to (u, v) consisting of steps of
the form (4.4). The set of vertices (u, v) reachable in this way from (s, t)

can be represented as the union of paths in the finite initial segment I
of the grid and finitely many sets of the form

{(u, v) | (u, v) = (s′, t′) + y1(k1, l1) + . . .+ yN(kN , lN )}.

Here yi ≥ 0, the (s′, t′) range over boundary vertices of I , and the (ki, li)

are from (4.4). It follows that the relation defined by (4.2) is definable in
Presburger arithmetic. ¤
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4.2 A Composition Theorem for FO(R)

In this section we consider the logic FO(R) which extends first-order
logic by reachability predicates which can express that there is a path
from a vertex v to a vertex w in a graph labeled solely by symbols of a
specified subset of edge labels.

We introduce a restricted class of synchronized products which we
call finitely synchronized and show that the decidability of the FO(R)-
theory is preserved under these products. We follow a compositional
approach and show that evaluation of an FO(R)-formula in a finitely
synchronized product can be effectively reduced to the evaluation of
families of FO(R)-formulas in the component graphs.

This positive result is complemented by undecidability results pre-
sented in Section 4.3 where we show that for slight variations of the
logic under consideration or the power of the synchronization opera-
tions the decidability of the corresponding theories is not preserved.

We recall the definition of a synchronization constraint and of syn-
chronized products from Section 2.1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n letGi := (Vi, (E

i
a)a∈Σi

)

be a Σi-labeled graph. We assume that Σi is partitioned into a set Σl
i of

local labels and a set Σs
i of synchronizing labels. A synchronization con-

straint is a set C ⊆ "1≤i≤nΣ̃s
i where Σ̃s

i := Σs
i ∪ {ε}.

The synchronized product of (Gi)1≤i≤n defined by C is the graph G

with vertex set V := "1≤i≤nVi , asynchronous edges with labels a ∈
⋃

1≤i≤n Σl
i defined by EG

a v̄w̄ if Ei
aviwi and vj = wj for j 6= i, and syn-

chronized edges with labels c̄ ∈ C defined by EG
c̄ v̄w̄ if Ei

ci
viwi for every

1 ≤ i ≤ n.
For a set of synchronization constraints C ⊆ "1≤i≤nΣ̃s

i let

dom(C) := {i | ∃ (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ C : ci 6= ε}

be the set of indices of the graph components which may participate
in a synchronization. Recall that for a set X ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and a tuple
v̄ = (v1, . . . , vn) the subtuple (vi)i∈X is denoted by v̄ ¹X . To define when
a product G of (Gi)1≤i≤n with respect to C is finitely synchronized we
introduce an equivalence relation on the set V := "1≤i≤nVi of vertices of
G. For ū, v̄ ∈ V and c̄inC we define

ū ∼c̄ v̄ :⇔ ū¹dom(c̄) = v̄ ¹dom(c̄),
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i.e. ū ∼c̄ v̄ if ū and v̄ agree on the synchronizing components. The
synchronized product G is called finitely synchronized if index(∼c̄) is
finite for every c̄ ∈ C.

Note that G is finitely synchronized by C iff for every c̄ ∈ C either
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n with ci 6= ε the set of vertices Vi(c̄) := {v ∈ Vi |

∃w (v, w) ∈ EGi
ci
} of Gi from which a ci-labeled edge originates is finite,

or there exists a 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that ci 6= ε and Gi does not contain a ci-
labeled edge, i.e. Vi(c̄) = ∅. In the second case there will be no c̄-labeled
edge in the product graph. Thus in the remainder of this section we
may w.l.o.g assume that Vi(c̄) 6= ∅ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and every c̄ ∈ C
(otherwise just consider C \ {c̄}).

With this assumption we can conclude that for a finitely synchro-
nized product, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and every c̄ ∈ C the set Vi(c̄) is
finite. Thus also the sets Vi(C) :=

⋃

c̄∈C V (c̄) of vertices of the compo-
nent graphs Gi which may participate in a synchronization are finite.

Examples of fintely synchronized products can be obtained from the
systems depicted in Figure 4.2. The edges labeled by s respectively f

denote starting respectively finishing transitions of the processes. We
assume that in every graph there are only finitely many vertices from
which an s-labeled or an f -labeled edge originates. In this case ev-
ery synchronized product of P1, P2, P3 with respect to a constraint C ⊆
{s, f}3 will be finitely synchronized. These include for example the con-
straint setC = {(s, s, s), (f, f, f)} orC ′ = {(s, ε, ε), (f, s, ε), (ε, f, s)}. The
set C models a simultaneous start and finishing of the three processes
while C ′ models that process i + 1 may only be started if process i fin-
ishes at the same time.
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Figure 4.2: Family of graphs forming a finitely synchronized product

The definition of finitely synchronized products of this thesis ex-
tends the one which was given in [WT04]. There finitely synchronized
products involved only finitely many individual synchronizing transi-
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tions, which disallowed the label ε to appear in the i-th component of a
constraint c̄ ∈ C as soon as the component graph Gi was infinite. The
restriction to components i with ci 6= ε in the definition of ∼c̄ eliminates
this restriction.

Next we present the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.5 Let (Gi)1≤i≤n be a family of graphs with decidable FO(R)-theo-
ries and C a set of synchronization constraints.

(a) If the product G of (Gi)1≤i≤n with respect to C is finitely synchronized,
then the FO(R)-theory of G is decidable.

(b) If additionally the size of the sets Vi(C) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is computable,
then for every FO(R)-formula ϕ one can effectively construct finite sets
Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn of FO(R)-formulas and a Boolean formula α over predicates
p(ψi

j) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Ψi|) such that

G |= ϕ[v̄1, . . . , v̄m]⇔ I(v̄1, . . . , v̄m) |= α (4.5)

where I(v̄1, . . . , v̄m) is the Boolean interpretation defined by

I(v̄1, . . . , v̄m)(p(ψi
j)) =

{

true if (Gi, v
i
1, . . . , v

i
m) |= ψi

j

false otherwise.

The proof of Theorem 4.5 proceeds by induction on the structure of
the formula ϕ. Before that we illustrate how the composition method
can be applied to reduce evaluation of reachability predicates ReachΓ

in G to the evaluation of families of FO(R)-formulas in the component
graphs an a Boolean formula α as above.

Let (Gi)1≤i≤n be a family of graphs whose signatures Σi := Σl
i ∪ Σs

i

are partitioned into local labels Σl
i and synchronizing labels Σs

i . Let
C ⊆ "1≤i≤nΣ̃s

i be a synchronization constraint such that the product
G of (Gi)1≤i≤n is finitely synchronized with respect to C.

First we consider reachability predicates ReachΓ with Γ ⊆ Σl, i.e. Γ

contains only local transition labels. In this case, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
the set Ψi of formulas to be evaluated in component i only contains the
single formula ψi(x, y) := ReachΓ∩Σl

i
(x, y) and α :=

∧

1≤i≤n p(ψi). Then
obviously (4.5) holds for all vertices v̄1, v̄2 ∈ V .
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Next we consider the case that Γ contains a single synchronizing la-
bel c̄ and that this label occurs only once on a path between two vertices.
Let

ψi(x, y) := ∃zi

(

ReachΓ∩Σl
i
(x, zi) ∧ ∃w

(

Eci
ziw ∧ ReachΓ∩Σl

i
(w, y)

)

)

for every i with ci 6= ε. This formula expresses that in component Gi

there is a path from vertex x to vertex y which contains an edge labeled
ci once. The vertices assigned to zi form a subtuple of a vertex of the
product G from which a c̄-labeled edge originates. Let

ψi(x, y) := ReachΓ∩Σl
i
(x, y)

for every i with ci = ε and α :=
∧

1≤i≤n p(ψi). Then I(v̄, w̄) |= α iff there
exists a path in G from v̄ to w̄ which contains an edge labeled c̄ exactly
once.

More generally, for every m ≥ 1 and every 1 ≤ i ≤ n we can con-
struct a formula ψi

(c̄,m)(x, y) such that Gi |= ψi
(c̄,m)[vi, wi] iff there is a

path from vi to wi on which label ci occurs exactly m times. Hence
I(v̄, w̄) |=

∨

m≥0

∧

1≤i≤n p(ψ
i
(c̄,m)) iff there is an m and a path in G from v̄

to w̄ which contains an edge labeled c̄ exactly m-times. It is easy to see
that for every vertex w̄ reachable from v̄ via a Γ-labeled path there exists
such a path in which every∼c̄-equivalence class is passed at most once.
Thus we obtain that the number of disjuncts in the formula above can
be bounded by k := index(∼c̄), i.e.

I(v̄, w̄) |=
∨

m≥0

∧

1≤i≤n

p(ψi
(c̄,m))⇔ I(v̄, w̄) |=

∨

0≤m≤k

∧

1≤i≤n

p(ψi
(c̄,m))

and the sets Ψi can be chosen to be finite.
The case that Γ contains more than one synchronizing label can be

handled similarly. We just have to bound the number of synchronized
edges which have to be passed on a path. For this we introduce a path
normal form where local edges are passed as soon as possible.

Let π := v̄1a1v̄2a2 . . . amv̄m+1 with v̄j ∈ V and aj ∈ Σl ∪ C be a path
through G. By π[j] we denote the suffix of π starting at vertex v̄j . Let

dom(π) := {i | ∃aj ∈ C : i ∈ dom(aj)}

be set of indices of components affected by a synchronization on π.
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The path π := v̄1a1v̄2a2 . . . amv̄m+1 is in normal form if for all 1 ≤

j < k ≤ m of successive synchronizing transitions aj, ak ∈ C, i.e. with
aj+1, . . . , ak−1 ∈ Σl, we already have aj+1, . . . , ak−1 ∈

⋃

i∈dom(aj)
Σl

i, and
if ak is the last synchronizing label from C on π then ak+1, . . . , am ∈
⋃

i∈dom(ak) Σl
i.

Figure 4.3 shows an example of a path and its normal form. Labels
a, b are local, label a for the third component, label b for the first compo-
nent. The two synchronizing labels c̄1, c̄2 are of the form c̄1 := (∗, ∗, ε)

and c̄2 := (ε, ∗, ∗) respectively. The upper path is not in normal form
since dom(a)∩dom(c̄1) = ∅ and dom(b)∩dom(c̄2) = ∅. The lower path is
in normal form since the local edges are traversed as soon as possible.
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Figure 4.3: A path and its normal form

By the definition of a synchronized product we know that edges
with disjoint domains commute with each other, i.e. if ūav̄bw̄ is a path
in G and dom(a) ∩ dom(b) = ∅ there exists a v̄ ′ such that ūbv̄′aw̄ is also a
path in G. Thus if a path between two vertices of G exists there is also
one in normal form.

The special structure of a path in normal form now allows us to ana-
lyze the structure of the vertices on the path from which a synchronized
edge is taken. Let π := v̄1a1v̄2a2 . . . amv̄m+1 be in normal form. Let aj ∈

C. Then v̄j ¹dom(π[j]) ∈ "i∈dom(π[j])Vi(C) and for every j ≤ k ≤ m + 1

we have v̄k ¹({1, . . . , n} \ dom(π[j])) = v̄j ¹({1, . . . , n} \ dom(π[j])). That
is, if a component i is affected by a synchronization later on the path
then the i-th component of v̄j is already contained in Vi(C). In Figure
4.3 this can be seen at the second vertex from the left where the path
in normal form depicted on the lower line has this property while the
corresponding vertex of the upper line does not satisfy it. Furthermore
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we have that if component i is not affected by a synchronization later
on the path then the i-th component does not change anymore.

It is now easy to see that if π := v̄1a1v̄2a2 . . . amv̄m+1 is a path through
G in normal form and v̄j ¹dom(π[j]) = v̄k ¹dom(π[j]) for some j < k then
v̄j = v̄k and hence

π′ := v̄1a1v̄2a2 . . . aj−1aj v̄jakv̄k+1ak+1 . . . amv̄m+1

is also a path through G and thus the number of synchronizing edges
on any path through G can be bounded by Π1≤i≤n(|Vi(C)|+ 1).

Now we can turn to the proof of the main result of this section.

Proof of Theorem 4.5. We show by induction that for every FO(R)-
formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xm) over Σ there are finite sets Ψi of Σi-formulas and a
Boolean formula α over predicates pi(ψ

i
j) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Ψi|) such

that the equivalence stated in (4.5) holds for all v̄1, . . . , v̄m ∈ V . Under
the premise of Part (b) all constructions presented below are effective.

We start with the atomic formulas. For x = y let ψi := (x = y) for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for Eaxy with a ∈ Σl

i let ψi := Eaxy and ψj := (x = y)

for i 6= j, and for Ec̄xy with c̄ ∈ C let ψi := Eci
xy for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

For this last case recall that Eεxy is equivalent to x = y. For every
formula above let α :=

∧

1≤i≤n pi(ψi). Obviously (4.5) holds in all cases,
so the remaining atomic formulas we have to take care of are of the form
ReachΓ(x, y) for Γ ⊆ Σ.

Let C ′ := Γ ∩ C. W.l.o.g. we may assume that Γ comprises all local
edge labels, i.e. that Σl ⊆ Γ. Otherwise in the following every occur-
rence of Σl

i has to be replaced by Σl
i ∩ Γ. Let k := Π1≤i≤n|Vi(C

′) + 1|.
For every i ∈ dom(C ′), for every 1 ≤ m ≤ k and every mapping
σ : {1, . . . ,m} → C ′ we define a formula

ψi
(m,σ)(x, y) := ∃z1 . . . ∃zm+1

(

ReachΣl
i
(x, z1) ∧ y = zm+1

∧
∧

1≤j≤m

∃w
(

Eσ(j)i
zjw ∧ ReachΣl

i
(w, zj+1)

)

)

where σ(j)i = ci if σ(j) = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ C ′. The formula ψi
(m,σ) expresses

that on the path from x to y in component i exactly m vertices z1, . . . , zm

are passed such that from each zj a synchronizing edge whose label is
determined by σ(j) is traversed. For i /∈ dom(C ′) we define

ψi
(m,σ)(x, y) := ReachΣl

i
(x, y)
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independent of m and σ. Let

α :=
∨

1≤m≤k

∨

σ:{1,...,m}→C′

∧

1≤i≤n

p(ψi
(m,σ)).

By the arguments given before the proof we know thatG |= ReachΓ[v̄, w̄]

iff there is a path from v̄ to w̄ in G on which a synchronized transition
is passed at most k times. Thus (4.5) holds for all atomic formulas.

Formulas composed by Boolean connectives and existential quan-
tification are now easy to handle.

The case of Boolean connectives may be solved in the standard way.
Let ϕ1(x̄) and ϕ2(ȳ) be FO(R)-formulas and α1, (Ψ1

i )1≤i≤n as well as α2,
(Ψ2

i )1≤i≤n be given by the induction hypothesis. Then, for ¬ϕ1(x̄) we
can choose the same (Ψ1

i )1≤i≤n and the Boolean formula to be ¬α1, and
for ϕ1(x̄) ∨ ϕ2(ȳ) we choose Ψi := Ψ1

i ∪Ψ2
i and α = α1 ∨ α2.

To finish the proof let ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) := ∃xn+1ϕ1(x1, . . . , xn+1). Let Ψ1
i

and α1 be the formulas computed for ϕ1(x1, . . . , xn+1). Let I be the set of
all satisfying assignments for α1. For every I ∈ I let Ii := {j | I(p(ψi

j) =

true}. The sets Ψi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n are constructed by adding for every
I ∈ I the formula

ψi
I(x1, . . . , xn) := ∃xn+1

(

∧

j∈Ii

ψi
j ∧

∧

j /∈Ii

¬ψi
j

)

.

Then we can define α :=
∨

I∈I

∧

1≤i≤n p(ψ
i
I). ¤

Recall that FO(Reg) extends FO(R) by allowing reachability predi-
cates of the form Reachr where r is a regular expression over a set of
edge labels Σ.

The predicates Reachr where r is a regular expression built from sets
Γ∗

i with Γi ⊆ Σ using · and + are definable in FO(R). Let FO(Reg’) de-
note the restriction of FO(Reg) to formulas in which all regular expres-
sions in the reachability predicates are of this form. We immediately
obtain the following Corollary.

Corollary 4.6 If G is a finitely synchronized product of a family (Gi)1≤i≤n

with decidable FO(R)-theories, then the FO(Reg’)-theory ofG is also decidable.
¤
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In Section 4.3 we show that if reachability predicates with regular
expressions of the form (Γ1 · Γ2)

∗ are allowed, the decidability of the
corresponding theory is lost.

Theorem 4.5 reduces the evaluation of an FO(R)-formula ϕ in a prod-
uct graph to the evaluation of families Ψi of formulas in the component
graphs. Note that the reduction is nonuniform in the sense that the sets
Ψi not only depend on the formula ϕ to be evaluated but also on prop-
erties of the graph family.

Under the premise that a bound on the number of vertices of every
component graph which may participate in a synchronization can be
computed, this reduction is effective. Thus it is possible to combine ex-
isting model checking algorithms for FO(R) for the component graphs
into a model checking algorithm for FO(R) for the product. In partic-
ular there is no need to compute a finite representation of the product
graph itself.

The complexity of the model checking algorithm which results from
this approach certainly depends on the complexity of the model check-
ing algorithms for the components. Since, given an interpretation of its
predicates, a Boolean formula can be evaluated in linear time and linear
space and since the Boolean formulas constructed above only depend
linearly on the number of the formulas which have to be evaluated in
the component graphs, this number of formulas and their size are rea-
sonable parameters to estimate the complexity of the model checking
algorithm for the product.

We present such a complexity analysis now. For all atomic formulas
except the reachability predicates only a single atomic formula has to
be evaluated in every component. For a reachability predicate ReachΓ

the number of formulas to be evaluated in the components depends
on the number k := Π1≤i≤n(|Vi(C)| + 1) of vertices which may partic-
ipate in a synchronization. Since there are |C|m many mappings σ :

{1, . . . ,m} → C, the number of formulas Ψi
(m,σ) in ψi can be bounded

by
∑

0≤m≤k |C|
m ∈ O(|C|k) and their length depends only linearly on k.

To evaluate a formula ¬ϕ in the product we have to evaluate the
same formulas in the components as for ϕ. To evaluate ϕ ∨ ψ we have
to evaluate all formulas which are necessary to evaluate ϕ respectively
ψ which yields only a linear increase in the number of formulas to be
evaluated while their length stays the same.
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The main contribution to the complexity of the model checking al-
gorithm for the product stems from the treatment of quantifiers. The
consideration of all satisfying assignments in this step leads to an ex-
ponential increase of the number of formulas which have to be evalu-
ated, and their maximal length increases by factorm ifm formulas were
present in a set Ψi before.

Thus given a formula ϕ of quantifier rank q, O(expq(c)) many for-
mulas of length up to O(c2

q

) have to be evaluated in the components.
Here c is a constant which depends exponentially on the number k :=

Π1≤i≤n(|Vi(C)|+ 1) of synchronizing vertices in the product graph.
Overall this yields a non-elementary increase of the formula com-

plexity of the model checking algorithm for finitely synchronized prod-
ucts in comparison to the complexity of the model checking algorithms
for the components.

4.3 Undecidability Results

In this section we show that the decidability result for FO(R) and finitely
synchronized products is optimal in the following sense. Firstly, if the
logic under consideration allows the formalization of regular path de-
scriptions then already asynchronous (and hence finitely synchronized)
products do not preserve the decidability of the corresponding theory
anymore. Secondly, if we allow the synchronization of graphs to be
semi-finite as defined below, then also the decidability of FO(R) is lost.

The undecidable problems we use for our reductions are the reach-
ability problem for universal Turing machines and a disguise of it for
pushdown automata with two stacks. We have to introduce some addi-
tional notation, see [HU79] for more details.

A deterministic Turing machine is a tuple M = (Q,Γ, q0, qf , δ) where Q
is a finite set of states, Γ is an alphabet containing a designated blank
symbol , q0 is the initial state, qf is the halting state, and δ : Q×Γ→ Q×

Γ×{L,R} is the transition function. We assume that the Turing machine
is normalized, i.e. that every state is reachable from the initial state,
the only sink is the final state qf and there are no incoming transitions
to q0. A configuration of M is a sequence a1, . . . ak, q, bl, bl−1 . . . b1 where
ai, bi ∈ Γ, q ∈ Q and bl denotes the symbol currently read by the head of
the machine.
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Turing machines can be coded as words over {0, 1}. A universal
Turing machine is a Turing machine which is started on an input v$w#

where v codes a Turing machine M and w codes a configuration of M .
The universal Turing machine simulates the behavior of M on w and
reaches a halting state qf iff M reaches a halting state from the configu-
ration w.

The reachability problem for a universal Turing machine is the fol-
lowing:

Input: A code v of a Turing machine M , a code w of a
configuration of M .

Problem: Does the universal Turing machine reach a halt-
ing state?

This problem obviously generalizes the halting problem for Turing
machines and is therefore undecidable.

A pushdown automaton with two stacks is a tupleA = (Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆, qf )

where Q is a finite set of states, q0 is the initial state, f is the final state,
and ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × (Γ ∪ {ε})2 × (Γ∗)2 × Q. We abbreviate pushdown
automata with two stacks by 2-PDA. Configurations and the configu-
ration graph C(A) are defined analogously to the ones for pushdown
automata in Subsection 2.2.1. Again we assume that the 2-PDA is nor-
malized in the same way as the Turing machine above is.

It is easy to simulate a Turing machine M with a 2-PDA because
every configuration a1, . . . ak, q, bl, bl−1 . . . b1 of M can be recorded in the
two stacks of the 2-PDA. The content ak, . . . , a1 of the work tape left to
the head of M is stored in the first stack with ak on top and the state q of
M and the contents bl, . . . , b1 of the work tape underneath and right to
the head of M in the second stack with q, bl on top. Since transitions of
M modify a configuration only locally at positions which are stored on
the top of the two stacks, the 2-PDA can simulate the Turing machine
M .

We thus immediately obtain that there is also a universal 2-PDA A
which simulates the behavior of a universal Turing machine. Started
on an input consisting of a code v of a Turing machine M and a code
w of a configuration of M it first copies v$w# into the first stack with
the last symbol of w on top and then moves v$w# into the second stack
thereby reversing the order such that the state and the first symbol of
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v are now on top. These stacks code the initial configuration of the
universal Turing machine.

For this 2-PDA the following reachability problem is again undecid-
able.

Input: A code v of a Turing machine M , a code w of a
configuration of M .

Problem: Does the 2-PDA reach a halting configuration af-
ter processing v$w#?

We now turn to the undecidability proofs.

Theorem 4.7 Asynchronous products do not preserve the decidability of the
FO(Reg)-theory.

Proof. We reduce the reachability problem for an universal pushdown
automaton with two stacks to the model-checking problem for FO(Reg)
over asynchronous products of graphs with decidable FO(Reg)-theories.

Let A = (Q,Σ,Γ, q0,∆, qf ) be a normalized universal 2-PDA as de-
scribed before. To be able to define the configuration of A when the
simulation of the universal Turing machine starts we assume that the
state set Q is partitioned into Q := Q1 ∪ Q2 where the states in Q1 are
solely used to create the initial stack content as described above. We
furthermore assume that there is a single transition which leads from
Q1 to a state q2

0 ∈ Q2 which is labeled by the unique symbol #.
To reduce this reachability problem for A to the model-checking

problem for FO(Reg) over asynchronous products of graphs with de-
cidable FO(Reg)-theory we split A into two component pushdown au-
tomata

A1 = (Q,Σ×∆,Γ, q0,∆1, qf )

A2 = (Q, Σ̄× ∆̄,Γ, q0,∆2, q̄f )

where for every δ = (q, a, γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, p) ∈ ∆ the following transitions
are added:

(q, (a, δ), γ1, γ3, p) to ∆1,

(q, (ā, δ̄), γ2, γ4, p) to ∆2.
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The graphs generated by A1 and A2 have a decidable MSO-theory
and therefore also their FO(Reg)-theory is decidable. Let B their asyn-
chronous product.

Let r be the regular expression r =
(

∨

δ∈∆
a∈Σ

(a, δ)(ā, δ̄)
)∗

which states

that a transition ofA1 is followed by the corresponding transition ofA2.
By construction we obtain that

B |= Reachr(x, y)[((q, [u]), (q, [v])), ((q
′, [u′]), (q′′, [v′]))]

iff q′ = q′′ and A can reach from configuration (q, [u], [v]) the configura-
tion (q′, [u′], [v′]).

It is now easy to construct for every input v$w# to the reachability
problem a first-order formula ϕv$w#(x, y) such that

B |= ϕv$w#(x, y)[((q0, [ε]), (q0, [ε])), ((q, [u1]), (q, [u2]))]

iff u1 = ε, u2 = v$w# and q = q2
0 . Then we obtain that

B |= ∃z1∃z2∃z3

(

ϕv$w#(((q0, [ε]), (q0, [ε])), z1) ∧ Reachr(z1, z2)

∧
∨

δ∈∆
a∈Σ

(

E(a,δ)z2z3 ∧ E(ā,δ̄)z3((qf , [u]), (qf , [v]))
)

)

iff A reaches a halting configuration after processing v$w#. Note that
since A is normalized we can ensure that the initial configuration
((q0, [ε]), (q0, [ε])) and all final configurations ((qf , [u]), (qf , [v])) are first-
order definable. ¤

Next we introduce semi-finitely synchronized products which slightly
generalize the finitely synchronized products by allowing that in at
most one component graph infinitely many vertices participate in a syn-
chronization.

Let (Gi)1≤i≤n be a family of graphs and C be a set of synchronization
constraints. Recall that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and c̄ = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ C the set
Vi(c̄) := {v ∈ Vi | ∃w (v, w) ∈ EGi

ci
} denotes the set of vertices in Gi

which may participate in a synchronization with c̄, and that Vi(C) :=
⋃

c̄∈C Vi(c̄). Let G be the synchronized product of (Gi)1≤i≤n with respect
to C. We call G semi-finitely synchronized if Vi(C) is finite for all but one
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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To show that semi-finite synchronization does not preserve the de-
cidability of the FO(R)-theory we directly reduce the reachability prob-
lem for a universal Turing machine to the model checking problem for
FO(R) over a (fully) synchronized product of a finite graph and an in-
finite graph. The infinite graph is generated by a ground tree rewrit-
ing systems which have been defined in Subsection 2.2.4. Ground tree
rewriting graphs enjoy a decidable FO(R)-theory [DT90].

For the reduction we will define a ground tree rewriting system R
such that the graph of R will encode all computations of the univer-
sal Turing machine M , but which will also contain paths which do not
encode valid computations, i.e. paths which contain a least one pair
of successive vertices which do not encode successive configurations
of M . We will use the synchronization with a finite graph to eliminate
computations which are not valid.

The construction of the ground tree rewriting graphs graph encom-
passing computations of M follows ideas of [Löd03].

Theorem 4.8 Semi-finite synchronization does not preserve the decidability
of the FO(R)-theory.

Proof. We reduce the reachability problem for a universal Turing ma-
chine to the model-checking problem for FO(R) over a semi-finitely syn-
chronized product of graphs with decidable FO(R)-theories.

LetM = (Q,Γ, q0, qf , δ) be a universal deterministic Turing machine.
We assume that q0 6= qf ,Q∩Γ = ∅,X /∈ Q∪Γ and encode a configuration
a1, . . . , ak, q, bl, bl−1, . . . b1 of M by a tree

•
~~ @@

X X

a1 b1

ak bl
q

Every transition of the Turing machine will be simulated by the rewrit-
ing system in two steps, by first rewriting the right branch of the con-
figuration tree, and then rewriting the left branch. The labels of the
rewriting rules will indicate which letter from Γ has to be added (+)

or removed (−) from the left branch of the configuration tree, and >
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respectively ⊥ indicate whether the halting state has been reached or
not.

We define a ground tree rewriting system R = (A,Σ, R, t0) where
A2 = {•}, A1 = Γ ∪ {X}, A0 = A1 ∪ Q, Σ = {+,−} × (Γ ∪ Γ̄) × {⊥,>}

and

t0 :=

•
~~ @@

X X
q0

.

The set of rewriting rules R is defined by adding for δ(q, b) = (p, c, L)

and every a ∈ Γ the rules

b
q

(−,a,∗)
−−−−→

c
a
p

and
X
q

(−,a,∗)
−−−−→

X
c
a
p

if b = ,

and for δ(q, b) = (p, c, R) with p 6= qf and every a ∈ Γ the rules

a

b
q

(+,c,∗)
−−−−→

a
p and

X
q

(+,c,∗)
−−−−→

X
p

if b =

where ∗ = > if p = qf and ∗ = ⊥ otherwise. Note that these rules can
only be applied to the right branch of a configuration tree. For the left
branch we add for every a, c ∈ Γ and ∗ ∈ {⊥,>} the rules

a
(−,ā,∗)
−−−−→ ε and X

(−,ā,∗)
−−−−→ X if a = ,

as well as
a

(+,c̄,∗)
−−−−→

a
c

and

X
(+,c̄,∗)
−−−−→

X
c

if c 6= and X
(+,c̄,∗)
−−−−→ X if c = .

By construction, a path through the graph G generated by R corre-
sponds to a valid computation of M started on the empty tape iff ev-
ery transition with label (+, a, ∗) respectively (−, a, ∗) is followed by
its counterpart labeled (+, ā, ∗) respectively (−, ā, ∗). Let H be the star
graph with |Σ|+1 many vertices where the center vertex vc has for every
($, a, ∗) ∈ {+,−} × Γ× {⊥,>} a single outgoing edge with this label to
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• (−,ā,⊥)

»»

•

(−,ā,>)
xx•

(+,a,⊥)

§§

(−,a,⊥)

XX

(+,a,>) &&

(−,a,>)

88

• (+,ā,⊥)

FF

•

(+,ā>)

ff

Figure 4.4: Star graph ensuring valid computations

a vertex w and the single corresponding incoming edge from w labeled
($, ā, ∗). Figure 4.4 shows the vertices and edges added for every a ∈ Γ.

If we define the synchronization constraintC := {(σ, σ) | σ ∈ Σ}, the
synchronized product of G and H with respect to C will contain exactly
the valid computations of M .

To decide whether M halts on an input v$w# we assume that M
first scans its input and then returns to the beginning of it to start the
simulation. Then similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.7 we can construct
a first-order formula ϕv$w#(x, y) which ensures that the input to M was
v$w#.

Thus we obtain that to decide whether M reaches a halting config-
uration when started on input v$w# we have to check the truth of the
formula

∃x∃y∃z
(

ϕv$w#((t0, vc), x) ∧ ReachΣ(x, y) ∧
∧

σ∈{+,−}×Γ̄×{>}

Eσyz
)

in the semi-finitely synchronized product of G and H . Note that since
we assumed that M is normalized the vertex (t0, vc) consisting of the
initial tree t0 and the center vertex vc of the star graph is the only vertex
in the synchronized product without an incoming edge. It is thus first-
order definable. ¤
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis we investigated several classes of finitely representable
infinite graphs and decision problems for them. In particular we were
interested in identifying classes of graphs for which the model checking
problem for a logic L in which reachability can be expressed is decid-
able.

We investigated three approaches to finitely represent graphs:

• the internal approach where graphs are presented by generating
devices.

• the transformational approach where graphs are represented by a
sequence of compatible operations applied to an initial finite (or
finitely representable) graph.

• the compositional approach where graphs are represented by a
family of finite (or finitely representable) graphs and compatible
composition operations.

In Chapter 3 we studied the hierarchy of graphs generated by higher-
order pushdown systems. We characterized the higher-order push-
down graphs by showing that for every n > 0 the following statements
are equivalent.

(1) A graphG is generated by a higher-order pushdown system of level
n.

(2) G can be obtained from a finite graph by an n-fold iterative applica-
tion of unfolding operations and inverse rational mappings.

111
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(3) G can be obtained from a finite graph by an n-fold iterative applica-
tion of tree-graph operations and monadic second-order transduc-
tions.

In particular, by the equivalence of (1) and (2) we established the equal-
ity of the class of higher-order pushdown graphs and the class of graphs
in the Caucal hierarchy and thus gave an internal representation of the
latter graphs originally defined in a transformational way.

The equivalence of (2) and (3) was proved by showing that every
level of the graph hierarchy as defined in (2) is closed under monadic
second-order transductions and that the application of a treegraph op-
eration to a graph of level n leads to a graph of level n+ 1.

The most complicated part was to show equivalence of (1) and (2).
We made use of these closure properties and a variant of higher-order
pushdown systems we introduced. This variant is equipped with a
built-in test on the equality of the two top level k stacks for every k ≥
1.The main technical difficulty in the proof of the equivalence of (1)
and (2) then was to establish that higher-order pushdown systems and
higher-order pushdown systems with equality-pop generate the same
classes of graphs.

The equality of the graph classes allowed to transfer results obtained
in the different settings in either direction. For example, in one direction
we concluded that the monadic second-order theory of higher-order
pushdown graphs is decidable, and using the other direction we ob-
tained that the Caucal hierarchy of graphs is strict level by level.

In Chapter 4 we investigated synchronized products as composition
operations. We first considered the extension FO(TC)(1) of first-order
logic with transitive closure operators of arity one as a classical logic in
expressive power between first-order logic and monadic second-order
logic.

We showed that FO(TC)2(1) where the nesting of transitive closure
operators is restricted to depth at most two is undecidable over the infi-
nite grid while for FO(TC)1(1) without nesting the corresponding theory
is decidable. The first result was established by a reduction from the
arithmetic of the positive integers, while the second result was obtained
by a reduction to Presburger arithmetic. The undecidability result in
particular implies that the formation of an asynchronous product is not
FO(TC)-compatible.
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For this reason we considered the less expressive logic FO(R) in Sec-
tion 4.2. We introduced a semantic restriction of the power of the syn-
chronization operations and showed that the decidability of FO(R) is
preserved for finitely synchronized products. This result was estab-
lished by providing a composition theorem which reduces the evalua-
tion of a formula in the product to the evaluation of finitely many for-
mulas in the components. We showed that this result is optimal in the
following sense: If either the expressive power of the logic is increased
to allow regular reachability constraints or the constraint posed on the
synchronization operations is slightly liberalized, then the decidability
of the corresponding logic is not preserved anymore.

Open Questions and Further Research
The class of higher-order pushdown graphs deserves further studies.
While we have a clear picture of the graphs of level 1 of the hierarchy,
almost nothing is known for higher levels. Muller and Schupp gave
a graph theoretic characterization of the configuration graphs of push-
down automata by considering their “ends”.

Question Is there a theory of ends of configuration graphs of higher-order
pushdown systems?

Such a graph theoretic property could possibly help to develop meth-
ods to separate the classes of the higher-order pushdown graphs. Cur-
rently we rely on the complexity theoretic approach by J. Engelfriet
[Eng91]. Recently there has been some progress in this direction. In
[Blu] A. Blumensath showed a pumping lemma for higher-order push-
down automata which is however not yet applicable for this purpose.

The question how the graph classes can be separated is tightly re-
lated to the problem of determining the lowest level to which a higher-
order pushdown graph belongs.

Question Is the level of a higher-order pushdown graph computable?

We know from the example Texpω
presented at the end of Section 3.5

that not every graph with a decidable monadic second-order theory is
a higher-order pushdown graph. Texpω

however can be seen as limit of
a sequence of graphs which transcends every level of the hierarchy.
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Question Is there a suitable notion of a limit of a sequence of higher-order
pushdown graphs such that limit graphs still enjoy a decidable monadic second-
order theory?

The precise complexity of the model checking problem for higher-
order pushdown graphs is unknown, but at least known to be pro-
hibitively high. For pushdown graphs there are efficient algorithms
to compute the set of reachable states from a given configuration, see
e.g. [BEM97]. These algorithms rely on the fact that such reachabil-
ity sets are regular and thus can be finitely represented. A notion of
higher-order regularity should be developed to enable the transfer of
these techniques to higher levels.

Question Are there subclasses of higher-order pushdown graphs and/or sub-
logics of MSO for which the model checking problem can be solved in reason-
able time?

A first result in this direction was recently obtained in [BM04].

In Chapter 4 we thoroughly investigated the limitations of compat-
ible synchronized product operations. Other methods to define syn-
chronized products should now be investigated, including a synchro-
nized product which incorporates the special cases of synchronization
of many identical components, as it appears in the setting of parame-
terized systems.

More generally one should investigate composition operations for
graphs with respect to their compatibility with certain logics in order
to extend the methods which can be used for modeling computational
systems.

Question Which graph operations are compatible with a logic that allows the
formalization of reachability?
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sphere, 90
stack, see pushdown stack
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complete — , 22
infinite — , 22
ranked — , 29
regular —, 36
root of a — , 22

treegraph, 33
Turing machine, 103

universal — , 104

unfolding, 33
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